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CO IDERABL. publicity has been gi en in recent year to the 
change , problem and pportunirie 
thar exi t in merr p litan tah al ng 
the Wa atch Fronr. In compari on 
th remainder of the tate is coming 
t be con idered a ast hinterland 
with it furure et principally in term 
f serving as a playground and source 
of upply for metropolitan area. Thi 
is ue of Utah Farm and Home cience 
is dOted co pro iding factual infor-
mati n about rural Utah and to ug-
ge ting m po ibjJities for it 
di er e d elopment. 
The situation in rural Utah i de-
cidedly two-faced. Although current 
tad tic presenr a generally di mal pie-
ture many posm e a pect xi t and 
merely need t be recognized and de-
velop d. Rural Utah ha a greater 
future than the pa i e role of dep nd-
ing on th large f metropolitan 
area. 
Families in rural c unties generally 
ha e reduced incomes. The area 
al pr ide fewer public ser ic s 
uch as cho I health er ice p lice 
protection fire protection, and wa te 
di p al and many of these are of re-
duced quality compared with urb n 
area. The decline in rural population 
o r the past twenty year ha been a 
major factor affecting co t and qual-
ity of public erviee. Co t of local 
governmenr ha increa ed per capit 
and the difficulties of maintaining 
90 
good chool and oth r public in tiru-
tions ha eben magnified. 
On the po iti e ide indu trie are 
finding the rural iruation attracti e 
and interest in locating manufacturing 
plant in mall Utah communiti i 
increasing. The reports in this i ue 
indicate that in e en the rural oun-
tiesthree-fourth f [he p ople are 
empl yed in nonfarm job. Thi tr nd 
toward nonfarm employment will un-
doubtedly c ntinue. 
Mineral re ourc s ar wid ly dis-
tributed in the tate and their d vel-
opment could a d mployment ppor-
tunitie and bring new wealth to mo t 
countie. Recreation and tOuri m as 
ources of re enue dep nd a much n 
1 cal initiati e and enterpris a n 
the quality of cenery and recr ad nal 
re ource . 
Generally accepted c ncepts to the 
contrary agriculture i not a declining 
indu try in the tate. Increa d f d 
pr ucd n is primary to an expanding 
population. Agriculture can be expect-
ed to adju t to produce more effi-
ciently in the future and many farm 
enterpri es will al 0 di ersify by pr -
iding a sociated activities uch a 
guest homes, camp ground and er . 
ices to hunter and others wi hing t 
e cape city pre ures and highway. 
Re er al of rec or urrfa orable ec -
nomic and ocial trend in rur 1 Utah 
will require local initiati and pub~ 
lie a istance. Rural region must be 
organized f r effective ction. Pre ent 
g ernm nt part en may not b tbe 
be t for rural Utah. Thi id a sh uld 
be th r ughly in tigat d and any 
nece ary alterati n hould b 101-
dat d. The Rural Area D elopm or 
Program i on organized eff rt to 
help rural ar as a e and expl it their 
p ibilitie. nainly the an wer to 
rural Utah' pr blem can nly be 
fund by a ig r us and effecti e pI -
gram geared to the fu rure. The C op-
rati e xten i n er i e and th Ex· 
perim nt cati n f Utah tate Uni-
r ity ar d dicat d t a S1 ting rural 
tah in de eloping it r urce and 
human p t arial j Iy an 
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Fig. 1. Rural and urban 
population in Utah, 1960 
,*AS"I,.<;TON A £ 
R RAL ar as are di tingui h d fr m urban ar a by th d n ity f 
p pulati n. The 1960 en us n id-
ered all inc r rated pIa 25 
r m r inhabitanr urb n and als 
included urun rp rated ar as with 
lOp r ns or m r per quar mil. 
The di rincti n i d arly ident in the 
c e f citie and "wid - p n c uotry" 
but ft n r a gradually m rg 
• 
DR. GEORGE T. BLANCH is professor and 
head of the Department of Agricultural Eco-
nomics. The primary source of the data 
reported in this article- is the Ce nsuses of 
Agriculture and U. S. Department of Agri-
culture and othe r government re ports . 
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Rural Utah Today 
inr the th r. Rural p pIe in close 
pr xlmlry t urban areas h w more 
urban atrirud s and aCtions than tho e 
far away fr m such center. 
Th m t c mprehensive data a ail-
able about rur 1 Utah are contained in 
the censu. Of Utah' 29 countie 14 
c main n urban areas. In 5 th r 
c unries the urban p pulation mak 
up from 1 ro 50 p rcent of the popu-
lari n. An ther 6 counties ha e be-
twe n 51 and 75 p rcem urban popu-
lation and in 4 more 76 percent or 
mor f the p pIe are in urban c n-
ter fig. 1). For purp e of di cus-
GEORGE T. BLANCH 
ion we 
rural 
urban. 
hall designate the e area as 
mi-rural em i-urban and 
Within the 14 rural counries i 52 
percent f the land area of the state 
but only 7.4 percent of the populati n 
(table 1). The densiry is 1.5 per n 
per square mile or 427 acres for each 
per on. In the 4 urban c untie is 
nly 4.4 p rcem of the land area but 
75 percent of the state' populati n . 
The den iry i 186 persons per quare 
mile or 3.4 acres per person. Within 
both areas are large expanse of moun-
tain us r r ugh or desert land n 
91 
which are no permanent residences. Ie's 
probably safe to conclude that in all 
four areas the portion of the land oc-
cupied by farms or by urbanized de-
velopment is mall. The portion is, 
h we er, much smaller in th rural 
areas. 
Total population in the rural area 
declined 15 percent between 19 0 and 
1960, while population increa d by 
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fig . 1. Distribution of employment by industry groups within areas classified 
by degree of urbanization, Utah, 1960 
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fig . 3. Percentage of farm families with specified conveniences, rural and 
urban areas, Utah, 1949 and 1959 
15, 29 and 95 p rc nt, re pectively, in 
th emi-rur 1, emi-urb n and urban 
ar a . me f [he gr wth in ch se 
ar wa by migrati n fr m che rural 
countie. 
The cen u f p pulati n cla iHe 
the t cal p pulati n a urban rural 
farm, and rural n nfarm. There ems 
to be a general as umpti n that all rural 
p pie at farmers, but this j far fr m 
true. Of th t tal population in the 
rur 1 area nIy 19 p rcent wa farm 
p pul ti D , and 1 percent wa rural 
n nfarm. Betw en 19 0 and 1960 
when the t tal p pulation d creased 
15 p rcem the n nfarm p pulati n 
incr ased p rc nt. Th farm popu-
lation h wev r decr a d 49 percent 
the larg t for any f the four area . 
T tal pulati n in the urban coun-
ti incr as d 95 percent between 1940 
and 19 . Th urban parr increa d 
130 percent, the rural nonfarm 22 
perc nt, and the rural-farm p rti n d -
crea d 9 percent. The emi-rural and 
emi-urban groups chang d in the arne 
irecti n bue with maller ' increa e 
in urban p pulation larger increa e in 
the rur I nonfarm an ab ut the arne 
de re in rural-farm p pIe. Th 1 
rural c untie contain Je than one-
third f the rate total f each cia 
while the 4 urban c untie ha e mor 
than on -third f ea hI. In ther 
w rd there re m re peopl Ii ing and 
w rking n farm in the 4 urban coun-
tie chan in th 14 rural unci. 
The rural c untie ha e pr p rei n-
ally more f their population in [he 
"und r 1 -year- ld" das and al in 
the " er 65" cIa ,and the least in th 
"I [ 65" cI he urban area had 
the few t in the " er 65" gr up and 
th I we t median age. Ie app ar that 
th e characteri ti may ha e re ult d 
fr m the m ement f y ung adult 
fr m the rural to th urban area . The 
cen us how the I w t median age 
t b in the urban fring area which 
in many if n t m t pIa e are n w 
h u ing de eJ pmencs ccupied by 
y ung familie . 
There is little difference in the me-
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dian years of schooling f the over 25 
population in the four areas. Between 
1940 and 1960 the median years of 
schooling increased about 2.3 years 
for males and from 1.75 ro 2.2 years 
for females. The increases were slight-
ly larger in [he twO rural areas. 
The labot· force 
The labor force includes all persons 
"14 years old and over" who were 
working, or 00 leave from a job, or 
seeking a job during the week preced-
ing the raking of the 1960 census. It 
includes bOth males and females work-
ing f r wages, self-employed as farm-
ers and Other businessmen, and mem-
bers of the armed forces. H usework 
in their owo homes, however, does not 
qualify women for inclusion in the 
labor force. 
The tOtal labor force in the state in 
1960 was 318,600, and 181244 in 
1940 (table 2). Of the tOtal force 75.7 
percent was in the urban area as com-
pared with 74.7 percent of [he rotal 
population. The rural area had 6.8 per-
cent of the labor force and 7.4 of the 
population. The proportionately larger 
labor force in the urban areas results 
from a higher percentage of females 
HIGHLIGHTS OF CHANGES IN RURAL UTAH: 
1. The population in the most rural areas of Utah is decreasing in total 
numbers as well as in percentage of the state total. 
2. The four Wasatch Front counties now have 75 percent of the total 
state population including more than one-third of the rural farm and 
rural nonfarm population. 
3. Less than 20 percent of the total population in the most rural counties 
is now engaged in farming. More than 30 percent is classed as rural 
nonfarm. 
4. More nonfarm employment opportunities are becoming available in 
the rural areas. 
5. The labor forc:e in the rural area is increasing in relation to the· total 
population by the inclusion of more women. 
6. A significantly large part of the total income to farm families comes 
from oH-farm sources. 
7. Employment C)pportunities and family incomes in the rural areas are 
not as favorable as in the urban areas. 
8. There are strong indications that the real income to farm and non-
farm rural families has increased over the past 20 years. Adequate 
data, however, are not available for precise measurements. 
over 14 and also a larger part of the 
tOtal population in the 18 to 65 age 
classes. The proportion of females in 
the labor force increased with the in-
crease in urbanization from 25.4 per-
cent in the rural areas to 34.0 percent 
in the urban area. 
Data on a state basis show a sig-
nificant increase in the percentage of 
persons in the 14 to 17 age brackets 
in the labor force. For males it in-
creased from 8.9 percent in 1940 to 
36.4 percent in 1960. Comparable 
changes for females were from 4.0 per-
cent to 20.7 in 1960. In 1960 the per-
centage of rural nonfarm males in the 
labor force was significaody lower than 
either the urban or rural-farm, 32.9 
percent compared to 37.3 and 38.1. 
For females the percentages were 20.7 
for urban, 15.9 for rural nonfarm, and 
15.0 for rural farm. 
Table 1. Comparison of selected characteristics of counties grouped on the basis of degree 
of urbanization of population, Utah, 1960 
The proportion of males 14 years of 
age and over in the labor force in-
creased from 75.6 to 77.5 percent in 
the rural counties and from 74.8 to 
80.2 in the urban counties. For fe-
males, however, the changes were 
much greater, 12.3 to 25.4 in the 
rural counties; 12.7 to 27.5 in the semi-
rural; 13.4 to 29.8 in the semi-urban, 
and in the urban area 20.2 to 34.0 
percent. This has occurred in all areas 
during a period when more of the 
youth, 14 and up, are spending more 
years in school. Many of these carry 
part-time jobs. Improved home con-
veniences supplemented by the pur-
chase of mOre completely or partially 
prepared foods, clothing, and supplies 
have freed many women for part-time 
or full-time employment. Improved 
transportation facilities have also con-
tributed to this trend. 
Item Rural* Semi-rural t Semi-urban; 
Number of counties.................................................... 14.0 5.0 6.0 
Percent of state area.................................................. 52.4 19.3 23.9 
Percent of state population............. .......................... 7.4 8.8 9.1 
Population per square mile....................................... 1.5 4.9 4 .1 
Total population - 1960 ........................................... 65,782 78,614 80,701 
Percent of population: 
Urban.... .. ...... .................................................... 00.0 
Rural non-farm............................................... . 81 .0 
Rural farm.......................................... ............. .. 19.0 
Percent of population: 
Under 18 years................................. ................. 44.7 
Over 65 years............... ............... ..................... 8.1 
18 to 65............................................................. 47.2 
Median age of population...................... .................. 23.5 
Median years of schooling completed 
by population 25 years and over: 
Males..... .......... ........ ...... .............................. ...... 11.64 
Females................................. .................... ........ 12.01 
* Counties contain no rural areas 
44.1 
43.6 
12.3 
44.5 
7.4 
48.1 
22.9 
11 .58 
11.90 
t Counties with urban population from 1 to 50 percent of total population 
; Countie$ with 51 to 75 percent urban population 
§ Counties with 76 percent or more of the population in urban centers. 
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59.6 
33.2 
7.2 
41.5 
7.1 
51.4 
23.2 
12.02 
12.16 
Urban§ 
4.0 
4.4 
74.7 
186.0 
665,530 
87.8 
9.9 
2.3 
42.7 
6.5 
50.8 
21 .9 
12.25 
12.25 
In 1960 the unemployed proportion 
(Continued on page 128) 
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L ITILE more than 100 years ago Mormon Pioneers left their 
homes and cities in the East to estab-
lish a new religious, cultural, and eco-
nomic center in the West. For many, 
Salt Lake City and the W asatch Front 
became their home; others settled in 
the more outlying valleys and moun-
tains. By 1900 Utah had become a 
state, Salt Lake City had grown to 
54,000 people, and 80 other cities and 
towns had been established throughout 
27 counties. Two additional counties 
were later organized. 
Not all counties shared alike in eco-
nomic growth, ~nd less than 50 years 
after Utah was colonized, descendants 
of the early pioneers began another 
migration, not to settle new lands, but 
back to the "city," to the Wasatch 
Front where economic growth had 
been most rapid. 
As early as 1890, the population in 
two rural U t~h counties reached its 
peak and began to decline. As the mi-
gration to the "city" gained momen-
tum, population declined in 9 counties 
• 
DR. RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN is associate 
professor of agricultural economics. In this 
report, data on services for citiM and towns 
with less than 10,000 population are based 
on reports filed with the Utah State Audi-
tor's Office, mostly for fiscal 1960; data for 
cities with populations of 10,000 or more 
were based on the 1957 Census of govern-
ments in Utah. Population estimates for the 
rMpective years are derived from Census and 
Bureau of Economic Research reports. 
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Their availability and cost 
RONDO A. CHRISTENSEN 
during the 1930's, 16 during the 40's 
and 13 during the 50·s. These were 
all predominantly rural counties. In 
the meantime the rural population f 
the state (people living outside of cit-
ies having a population of 2 500 or 
more) declined from 62 percent in 
1900 to 25 percent in 1960. The 
popul~tion in the Wasatch Front coun-
ties - Weber, Davis, Salt Lake, and 
Utah - increased from 52 percent in 
1900 to 75 percent in 1960. 
This modern migration is due large-
ly to the technological revolution in 
agriculture which has released thou-
sands of people for off-farm employ-
ment, and to the rapid industrialization 
of the W asatch Front which has at-
tracted people to fill new jobs in man-
ufacturing and service industries 
drawing both from rural Utah and 
from out-of-state. Employment in ag-
riculture and manufacturing almost re-
versed itself between 1930 and 1960, 
with agriculture decreasing from 
43318 t 18217, and manufacturing 
increasing from 19,586 t 48,408. 
In many areas of tbe state human re-
sources have nOt m ved rapidly enough 
from farms and rural communities. 
The result has been c nsiderable un-
employment, r under employment 
and economic stagnation. More re-
cently there has been an effort in some 
rural areas to bolster sagging econo-
mies by stimulating tbe development 
of new nonfarm industries. These ef-
forcs have met with some success. 
Problems of availability and cost of 
public services provided by local gov-
ernments become involved in these 
populaci n shifts. Regardless of where 
people live they demand certain serv-
ices. The cost of services to local gov-
ernments and to the state may vary 
between rural and urban areas. As peo-
ple move to the "city" they put pres-
sure on existing services such as 
schools water systems, and police pro-
tection. The counties and communities 
Table 1. Services provided by town and city governments, Utah 
Service 
Less than 
1,000 
Number of cities........................................ 105 
Total population ............................... .. ....... 42,779 
Average population ......................... .. ......... 407 
1,000 
2,499 
40 
62,576 
1,564 
City population 
2,500 
9,999 
27 
153,558 
5,687 
10,000-
24,999 
4 
61 ,800 
15,450 
percent of cities providing service 
Health ............. .......... ... ..... .... ........ ..... .... ... ... 10 25 
Police protection ........................................ 45 85 
Fire protection ........... ... . ............................ 27 75 
Sewage disposal . ......... .. .. .... ..... ........ ........ ... 6 30 
Other sanitation ................. ... .. ................... 9 42 
Parks and recreation ................................ 65 85 
Streets ....... ........... .... ............ .... ........ ........ .... 97 100 
Water .. ........................................................ 78 82 
Electricity* ..................... . ............................ 15 25 
General administration .............................. 100 100 
Average ................................................ 45 65 
*Either or both production and distribution systems 
59 
100 
93 
93 
70 
89 
100 
100 
26 
100 
83 
75 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
75 
100 
95 
25,000-
or more 
3 
287,500 
95,833 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
33 
100 
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th y 1 a e find it increa ingly difficulr 
to c ncinue ff rin 
an tarry 
ernm nc with mall r p pulation an 
few r raxpay r. h a ailability t 
and quality f public r ic m y fig-
ur imp rrancly in the d ci i n f 
manag m nc a it c nc mplat wh 
er r n t, and wh r J n w 
indu tri in th t teo 
Many er tee not a ai/able 1-1]. 
rural tah 
er i e c mm nly pr id by city 
g ernm nc includ public h alth 
Only the larger cities have adequate fire protection 
Jails are necessary for confinement 
of public offenders 
FOR DECEMBER 1962 
nur ing immunization m ke r gu-
lati n anitary ngin ering) lic 
pr te ti n fire prOt cti n wag 
di p th r anitation (garbag di-
p al and tr t cleaning) ark (in-
cluding t ri ) and recr ation 
nd g neral admini tra-
n n. pr uc and di-
tribute 1 cui ity th r buy p wer 
nd di tribute it through city-own d 
y tern whil thers I a b th el ctri-
c 1 pr u tion and disuibuti n t pri-
ately ned utiliti . A few citi 
p rate public ho pital . 
Many f the er ice menci ned 
ab ve are n t pro ided by rural com -
munitie in tah. Ba ed n an analy i 
of th ir xp nditur f citi and in-
corp rat d to n und rIO 0 p pula-
ti u pr id h alth ewage di p al 
ther anitati n er ice and el ctrici-
ty. fewer than half pro ide fire and 
police protection (table 1). Fewer 
than half of the citie between 1 0 0 
and 2 99 p pulati n pro ide h alth 
ewage di p al ther anitati nand 
electricity. On the ther hand a maj r-
Providing a suitable place of interment is a public responsibility 
Some cities 
produce 
their own 
electrical 
powe r 
iry of urban ciries (those with popula-
tions of 2,500 or more) provide all 
services lisred, except electricity which 
is provided by private utilities in most 
cities and towns that do not have 
municipal systems. 
Expenditures by rural communities low 
Small rural towns with populations 
of less than 1 000 spent less than half 
as much per person for public services 
as large cities with populations of 
25,000 or more - 29.89 compared 
with 60.32 (table 2). Per capita ex-
penditures tended to increase with size 
of city for each service provided, ex-
cept general administration. 
There are several reasons why small 
communities spend less per capita than 
large ones. One obvious reason is that 
the smaller cities provide fewer serv-
ices. Another likely one is that most 
services provided are of lower quality. 
For instance, many small communities 
have only part-time policemen wh 
work at other jobs and for this reason 
Table 2. Average town and city government expenditures per capita, Utah 
City population 
Less than 1,000. 2,500- 10,000. 25,000-
Service 1,000 2,499 9,999 24,999 or more 
dollars 
Total expenditures ... ~ ................ ~ ........... -.... .............. 29.89 42.99 44.65 60.82 60.32 
General expenditures ... ............................. 18.83 25.18 30.37 27.65 45.06 
Health ................................................ .14 .04 .17 .41 2.05 
Police protection ............. __ ......... _-...... 1.52 3.55 5.00 2.74 7.62 
Fire protection + ••••••••••••••• -- ................. .83 1.29 1.37 2.34 5.91 
Sewage disposal .............................. .36 1.74 3.04 4 .90 .91 
Other sanitation ................................ .09 .73 1.52 1.41 1.91 
Parks and recreation 
_0 •••• -_ ................. 2 .02 2.57 3.13 .91 4.72 
Streets ...................................... .. ......................... 6.39 6.72 7.52 7.17 10.57 
General administration .. .................... 5 .04 6.07 5.57 2.64 3.11 
Miscellaneous ............................................ 2.44 2.47 3.05 5.13 8 .26 
Utilities .. ................ .. ............................................. 11.06 17.81 14.28 33.17 15.26 
Water .................................................. .... 6 .76 7.91 8 .47 10.68 11 .39 
Electric ...... ....................... ............... ....... 4.30 9.90 5.81 22.49 3.87 
Table 3. County characteristics and average county government eexpenditures per capita, 
Utah, 1957 
Item 
Number of counties ................................. . 
Total population .... ................................... . 
Average population ........... ...................... . 
Square miles ............................................. . 
Population per square mile ................... . 
Percent rural population ......................... . 
Total expenditures ............. ............. ... ..... . . 
Public welfare .. ... .. ..... .......... ............. . 
Hospitals ............... ....... ................ ...... . 
Health ..................... ........... ................. . 
Police protection ............................... . 
Correction ..... ........................................ . 
Natural resources ............................... . 
Highways ............................. .............. . 
General public buildings ................... . 
General administration ..................... . 
Miscellaneous ........... .......................... . 
Less than 
10,000 
16* 
70,200 
4,388 
49,880 
1.4 
88 
46.30 
.29 
5 .48 
.78 
1.99 
19 
1.58 
18.48 
7 .02 
7.45 
3.04 
County population 
10,000-
49,999 
9t 
150,700 
16,744 
28,880 
5.2 
55 
50,000 
or more 
4~ 
611 ,500 
152,875 
3,579 
170.9 
14 
dollars per capita 
26.89 18.62 
.55 .72 
9.51 4 .35 
.23 .31 
1.24 1.01 
.14 .22 
1.25 .87 
7.05 3.73 
2.40 .81 
3.71 3.69 
.81 2.91 
All 
counties 
29 
832,400 
28,703 
82,339 
10.1 
27 
22.45 
.65 
5 .38 
.34 
1.13 
.20 
1.00 
5.58 
1.62 
4.01 
2.54 
* Includes Daggett, Piute, Rich, Wayne, Kane, Morgan, Garfield, Beave r, Grand, Juab, Wasatch, 
Emery, Summit, Duchesne, San Juan, and Millard. 
t Includes Washington, Iron, Uintah, SevieT, Sanpete, Tooele, Carbon, Box Elder, and Cache. 
t Includes Davis, Weber, Utah, and Salt Lake. 
cannot provide constant surveillance 
and assistance. One parr-time police-
man cannot possibly possess all the 
skills of a large full -time police de-
partment. Many rural communities 
that provide fire protection have no 
fire-fighting equipment of their own, 
but are serviced by distant fire stations 
on a fee or contract basis. 
Many services provided in urban 
areas will likely never be available in 
small, rural communities because of 
their high cost. To have a fire de-
partment, for instance, requires at least 
one fire truck and fire station regard-
less of how small the community is; 
to have sewage disposal, certain mini-
mum trunk lines and treatment facili-
ties are necessary regardless of the 
population served. Fixed costs such as 
these are small per person when spread 
over a large population, but become 
excessive when the p puIation is small. 
Expenditttres by rural county 
governments high 
Each f the 29 c unty governments 
in Utah provides police protection, 
highways, general public buildings, 
natural resource management (conser-
vation and development of soil and 
water resources), and general admin-
istrarion in county affairs. In addition 
a majority operate public hospitals, 
provide some public welfare and 
health care, and provide for the con-
finement and correction of per ons 
convicted of offenses against the law. 
Small, rural county governments 
spend more per person than large 
urban nes, even though fewer rural 
counties provide some serviceS such as 
welfare and correction. The Census of 
Governments shows that in 1957 coun-
ty governments in the sixteen coun-
ties having populations of less than 
10,000 spent a total of 46.30 per 
person compared with 18.62 for the 
four Wasatch Front counties having 
populations of 50,000 or more (table 
3) . The population is predominantly 
rural in the sixteen counties (88 per-
cent ) and urban in the four large ones 
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(86 percent ). Expenditures per per-
son were higher in the small counties 
for most services. 
Similar to small city governments, 
small county governments are also 
faced with pr blems of minimum fixed 
c StS for some services. All counties 
require a courthouse 'clnd jail regard-
less of p pulation. The p r capita COSt 
of public buildings was 7.02 for 
counties with less than 10000 popula-
tion and only .81 for c unti shaving 
50 000 or more. 
Another reason for expenditures 
being high in rural areas is the cost of 
overcoming the resistances of space. 
Rural municipalities may find this 
somewhat of a problem, but it is more 
so for rural county governments. In-
habitants per square mile averaged only 
1.4 in the counties with small popula-
tions compared with 170.9 in the large 
ones. In overcoming resistances of 
space more miles of highways are re-
quired per person in rural areas. Ex-
penditures per person by county gov-
ernments for highways demonstI'clte. 
this; they were 18.48 in the highly 
rural counties compared with only 
3.73 in the highly urban ones. These 
expenditures are only for county class 
B roads, and do not include city or 
state highways. 
Cost 0/ public edtJcation high 
in rural cOtl,nties 
Public elementary and secondary 
education in Utah is provided by 40 
school distrias. Most districts in the 
rural areas operate on a county-wide 
basis. In the more urban parts of the 
state some school districts serve only a 
city or a p'tlrt of a county. 
The per capita cost of public educa-
tion is highest in rural areas. The 1957 
Census of Governments shows that 
school districts in the 16 countries 
with populations of less than 10,000 
spent an average of 111 per person 
for. the 1956-57 school year compared 
with only 80 for the 9 counties with 
populations of 10,000-49,999, and 77 
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Table 4. Combined local government expenditures per capita, by counties, Utah, 1957 
Service 
Total expenditure ............................................... . 
General expenditures ....................................... . 
Education ................................................... . 
Public welfare ........................ .. ................... . 
Hospitals ......... ......... ................................... . 
Health ...... ........ ........ ........... ........ .... ..... ....... . 
Police protection ......................................... . 
Fire protection ............................................. . 
Sewage disposal .................................. ..... . 
Other sanitation ......................................... . 
Parks and recreation ................................. . 
Natural reso urces ....................................... . 
Streets and highways ............................... . 
General control ........................................... . 
Misce llaneous ............................................. . 
Utility expenditu res ....................... .. .................. . 
Wate r ..................................... ............... ..... . 
Electric .................................. ... .................... . 
Less than 
10,000 
191.45 
178.55 
111.16 
.25 
5.34 
.64 
4.40 
.96 
.46 
.57 
2.03 
2.35 
25.02 
9.97 
15.40 
12.90 
8.52 
4.38 
County population 
10,000-
49,999 
154.60 
133.39 
80.01 
.53 
8.18 
.82 
3.99 
1.59 
3.24 
.74 
1.82 
3.11 
13.14 
6.44 
9 .78 
21 .21 
8.79 
12.42 
50,000 
or more-
dollars 
153.56 
133.66 
77.32 
.72 
4.65 
1.57 
5.36 
3.65 
9.36 
1.40 
3.48 
1.02 
10.45 
5.85 
8.83 
19.90 
15.72 
4.18 
All 
counties 
156.95 
137.42 
80.60 
.65 
5.34 
1.36 
5 .03 
3.05 
7.50 
1.21 
3.06 
1.51 
12.16 
6.31 
9.58 
19.53 
13.85 
5.68 
Table 5. Combined local government revenues pe r capita, by counties, Utah, 1957 
Source of revenue 
Tota l revenue ................................................... . 
Ge neral reve-nue ................................................. . 
Less than 
10,000 
County population 
10,000-
49,999 
152.65 
129.96 
50,000 
or more-
dollars 
139.48 
123.90 
All 
counties 
Taxes ............................... ...................... ... ' 
188.50 
173.59 
70.30 
67.76 
18.59 
64.98 74.05 
145.97 
129.16 
72.08 
68.70 
13.24 
13.14 
40.72 
Property tax .................................. . . 
County government ........ .... ... . 
City government ..................... . 
School districts .. ........... .. ........ . 
Special districts ....................... . 
Other taxes ........................ ............. . 
Inte rgovernmental revenUe ................... . 
State ..... ... ................... ......... ..... ...... . 
Fede-ral ........................................... . 
Charges and miscellaneaus ................... . 
Utility revenue ........................ ... ............ ............ . 
Water .................................................. ..... . 
Electric .. .............. ........ .................... ......... . 
for the 4 counties with populations of 
50,000 or more. Expendirw'es in rural 
counties were high in all categories 
including personal services, interest on 
debt, Other current expenoirures, ano 
capiral urlay. 
Per capita costs of public education 
in rural areas are undoubtedly high 
because of the large geographic areas 
that must be covered, and because of 
the smaller school systems. The aver-
age number of students enrolled per 
school district in 1956 was 1,054 10 
6.65 
42.33 
.19 
2.54 
82.38 
77.06 
5.32 
20.91 
14.91 
7.39 
7.52 
62.79 
10.45 
8.19 
43.81 
.34 
2.19 
46.18 
44.97 
1.21 
18.80 
22.69 
6.88 
15.81 
70.28 
13.32 
15.10 
39.79 
2.07 
3.75 
31.86 
29.63 
2.23 
17.99 
15.58 
10.93 
4.65 
1.60 
3.38 
38.71 
36.40 
2.31 
18.37 
16.81 
9.89 
6.92 
the 16 counties with the smallest pop-
ulations, 3,490 in the 9 middle-size 
counties, and 14,237 in the four coun-
ties with the largest populations. 
Some maintain that the quality of 
education provided in rural areas is 
lower than that provided in urban 
areas. If this is true, to offer educa-
tional programs of comparable quality 
would result in cost differentials be-
tween rural and urban areas even lar-
ger than now exist. 
(Continued on page 130) 
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JEDON A. EM.ENHISER 
LACK f quantity quality an the high co t of ser ice offer d by 
rural go rnmenr may be attributed 
t a numb r f p sibl cau e . In uf-
ficient re nue i a probl m which all 
go rnment face. Th quantity and 
to some extent the quality of rvice 
off red by any government at limit d 
by the amount of re enue a ailable to 
it. Taxation ha be n [h traditional 
means of obtaining go errunental In-
come. In a rural ar a wher the 
amount of taxable g ods ha declined 
with the hift in population the prob-
lem b c me acute. ince real property 
remains the main object of local taxa-
• 
JEDON A. EMENHISER is instructor in political 
science. He is making a study of local and 
county government in Utah. 
Public documents must be 
recorded and filed 
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tion the tax rate or d valuation 
or both mu t b rai d placing a great 
burden upon the landowner wh may 
not b mo t able to pay. It app ar 
there at two po ible Iuri n t thi 
problem. One different kind f tax 
which at aimed at braining r enue 
from more profitabi and mare equi-
table sources than land i. . inc me 
may be Ie i d· and t 0 ch u e of in-
tergoernmental re enue m y b ex-
pand d. Th latter m th d ha b n 
used through the grant-in-aid and 
Utah's rural area ha b nefited fr m 
the principle of taxing m n y wh re it 
is (in the urban area ) and pending 
Some hospitals are publicly 
owned, others are 
privately owned 
The larger the population, the smaller 
the per capita cost of public buildings 
it wh re it i n d d (in the rural 
area . The nif rm hool und i 
tah' principal x mple of the grant-
in-aid technique. 
A cond rea n for the critici m 
again t rural g rnment may be the 
spar ne f the p pulari n within 
it juri di tion a compar d with rhe 
conc nrration f p pulati n with in 
urban juri diction. All g rnment 
face tb problem f ize and di tri-
bud n f the p pulati n which they 
are t er e. F r urban g ernm nrs 
larg iz and c mpacr and metiID 
ercrowded, populati n au e un ani-
tary c nditi n ir pollution traffic 
Every county has a courthouse 
New sources of water must be found 
when cities expand 
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congestion, and the need for stricter 
law enforcement, which are nor prob-
lems of rural governments. In the rural 
areas low d nsity of population in-
creases the expense of transportation. 
Governments of both ar as have pe-
culiar problems which can be solved 
by imagination and c ncerted effort 
but nor by clinging stubbornly to past 
methods. 
A third reason why Utah's rural gov-
ernment, as well as those across the 
nation, is criticized i the archaic and 
improperly designed g vern mental ma-
chinery which it uses. vernment is 
not an end in it elf. It is merely a 
means to an nd. In our democracy 
that end is the efficient performance 
of servic s which the majority of the 
community demands. 
Governmental machinery should 
adapt to change 
No artificially created g vern mental 
machinery should stand in the way of 
democratic policy f rmulation and ef-
ficient administrative action. Techno-
logical advancements and p pulation 
shifts bring about changes in commu-
nity demands and in method and 
techniques of efficient performance. 
Governmental machinery sh uld adapt 
to meet the changes f dynamic society. 
Often, however, the governmental tools 
which one generation created to h lp it 
solve its community problems become 
so deeply fixed that they are not re-
vised and can only imperfectly try to 
solve new problems f r which they 
were not d signed. 
America's rural governmental ma-
chinery, which has existed since early 
colonial times, is a good example of a 
tool which was created to serve ne 
purpose and has attempted to b u ed 
for another. The three main types of 
rural local government f the United 
States - the town, the counry, and 
the tOwnship - were develop d along 
the eastern seaboard t fit the character 
of the people and the conditions f the 
community in the 17th century. The 
most widespread unit of rural local gov-
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ernment, and one which is used in 
Utah is the county. According to the 
British observer James Bryce, writing 
in 1897, the county is an English insti-
tution which "suffered a sea change." 
It was brought over to America by the 
men who settled along the southeastern 
shore. Since the Indians did not pose 
a great a threat as they did in the 
north and the land was more easily 
tillable, communities were scattered 
and fairly large governmental units 
were established. The county was orig-
inally intended to serve as a judicial 
and financial subdivision of the colony 
f r the purposes of administering jus-
tice and collecting taxes. After inde-
pendence and the spread of local self-
government, commissioners, a sheriff, 
a clerk, an assessor and a treasurer 
were elected in each county to plan 
road , levy taxes, manage the jail, eval-
uate property, and collect taxes. 
In the north the New England town, 
which is still in existence today, was 
copied from the English parish with 
which the Puritan settlers were famil-
iar. According to Bryce, "Its centre was 
a group of dwellings, often surrounded 
by a fence or wall, but it included a 
rural area of several square miles over 
wh ich farmhouses and clusters of 
hou e began to spring up when the 
Indians retired." It is governed by 
an annual meeting of all qualified VOt-
ers of the community, which is usually 
held in the spring (reminescent of 
"the Easter vestry of England"). At 
the town meeting the officers neces-
sary to conduct the public affairs of the 
community and a budget approving ex-
penditures for certain programs and 
setting the tax levy are selected and 
adopted for the next year. This di-
rect citizen participation in policy 
formulation has been hailed by some 
as the epitome of democracy. In most 
places in New England attendance at 
the meeting is poor, and in some of 
the largest towns a representative 
meeting has replaced the mass meeting. 
The county plus a township subdi-
vision was the governmental unit used 
in the rural areas of the middle Atlan-
tic colonies and transported into the 
Middle West when settlers moved into 
the Ohio and Mississippi valleys. At 
one time the townships were "vigorous 
organisms," which performed the im-
portant tasks of law enforcement and 
road building and maintenance. Today 
the township is nearly extinct. 
Two supplementary developments 
have taken place in rural local go ern-
ment to make up for the inadequacies 
of the three original units of govern-
ment. First, the more compact con-
centrations of people demanded more 
services from the county, town, and 
township than the latter were willing 
or able to give, so the state legislature 
permitted the residents of the villages 
to incorporate and establish a munici-
pality with powers similar to the larger 
urban cities. In Utah the requirement 
for incorporation has been extremely 
lenient. Any area is able to become a 
municipality if 100 qualified voters 
who are real property owners petition 
and a majority of the voters in the 
area approve. This provision prolifer-
ated rural go ernment organization in 
Utah. Of Utah's 210 municipalities 
more than half have less than 500 in-
habitants, while California with more 
than 15 rimes as many people as Utah 
has only 331 municipalities of which 
more than half have nearly 5,000 
residents. 
A second supplemental development 
in rural government organization has 
been the rise of special district govern-
ments. In those areas where the tra-
ditional unit of government - the 
COUDty, town or township - has not 
served the people adequately and where 
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they were not desirous or able to or-
ganize a municipality, they often pe-
titioned for the creation of a govern-
ment to perform that service which 
they desired or a number of govern-
ments each to perform a single serv-
ice, tOtaling the number of desired ser -
ices. Utah has created nearly 160 spe-
cial district governments - not all in 
the rural areas - to perform func-
tions in addition to the counties or in 
another location than the municipali-
ties. These governments include 40 
school districts twO fire protection dis-
tricts, one sanitation district, 19 drain-
age districts, 48 soil conservation dis-
tricts, 7 irrigation and water conserva-
tion districts, 8 health districts, and 19 
cemetery maintenance districts. 
Services performed by rural 
go ernments 
AltOgether, then, Utah's local gov-
ernment consists of 29 counties, 210 
municipalities, and about 160 special 
districts. Of these, 25 counties, 187 
municipalities, and 109 special dis-
tricts may be considered to be the ma-
chinery of rural local government. 
Those services which this machinery 
has been called upon to perform are 
nor so different from those requested 
in urban areas. However, the methods 
of policy formulation and techniques 
of administration can and should be 
different. The list of services which 
local governments are asked to perform 
and for which machinery should be de-
signed to accomplish include: 
1. protection of life from injury 
and disease 
2. protection of property from 
damage, fire, and theft 
3. education 
4. building and maintenance of 
roads, including snow removal 
5. judicial administration 
6. records administration 
7. conservation of resources 
8. planning of physical develop-
ment, including zoning 
Also, the housekeeping functions of 
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tax collection and assessment are nec-
essary to bring in the revenue t pay 
for the services, particularly in the rural 
areas where property tax is relied up n 
mOre heavily than in the urban areas 
where sales taxes contribute more 
revenue. 
Because Utah inherited the county 
form of basic rural government from 
its early settlers without thought f 
whether it was suited to do the jobs 
asked of it because f the cha tic and 
piecemeal growth of supplementary 
units of government, and because of 
recent changes in population distribu-
tion and technology, Utah s local rural 
governmental machinery is ill equipped 
to formulate policies and perform the 
services demanded by its people. 
Reform proposals 
Students of American rural local 
government have insisted that the 
adoption of one or more reform pr -
posals would help solve the problem of 
poorly designed governmental ma-
chinery. These proposals are the use of 
(1) a chief executive; (2) a thor-
ough-going personnel merit system; 
( 3 ) formal and informal interlocal 
governmental cooperation; ( 4) re-
alignment of public services and func-
tions among governmental units; and 
(5) consolidation of existing govern-
mental units. 
The use of a chief executive is prob-
ably the most urgent need of rural gov-
ernments to help solve their problems. 
Rural government is probably the only 
administrative enterprise in the United 
States chat attempts to operate with-
out a chief executive. Only in the rural 
school district is there an attempt to 
hire a professionally trained adminis-
tratOr to direct the affairs of the gov-
ernmental unit. The town president is 
chairman of the meetings of the 
board of trustees, but shares supervis-
ion of the gover.nment's functions with 
the other four members of the board. 
The weak mayor in third class cities 
presides over council meetings but has 
no more concrol over the city adminis-
tration than anyone of the five coun-
cilmen. And the county administra-
tive arrangement is worst of all. Nine 
or ten separate elected officials are 
each gi en the du ty to admini ter a 
separate function or gr up of func-
ti n. The thr e c mmissi ners, clerk-
auditOr treasurer, sheriff recorder 
ass sor art rney and surveyor each 
ha e indi idual resp nsibilities and 
need noc answer t anyone except the 
electOrate every f ur years. The com-
mission may review the w rk of each 
executive at budget time' but since 
the functi ns f the ffices must be 
performed the commission must pro-
vide the appr priations to finance 
them and not much managerial dis-
cretion is permitted. This absence of 
expert administration and any coordi-
nating influence am ng the many serv-
ices offered by the county causes poor 
quality services and waste of tax dollars. 
Three different types of chief execu-
tives have been proposed, anyone of 
which could help solve the problem. 
First, the chief executive could be elect-
ed directly by the people. His position 
would resemble that of the President 
of the United States, a state governor, 
or a s -called strong municipal mayor. 
He w uld have legal power and au-
th rity to direct and manage the county 
administrative personnel in the per-
formance of the functions decided upon 
by the county legislature. In some states 
the duties f the c unty clerk have 
been enlarged to include those of the 
chief executive. 
Second, the chief executive could be 
appointed by the chairman of the 
county commission as an assistant to 
him in carrying out the duties as-
signed to the commission. This would 
prevent the present fragmentation of 
resp nsibility among the commission-
ers themselves. However, to be more 
effective the other county elective of-
fices would have to be abolished and 
all duties assigned to the commission 
and subassigned to the appointed ad-
ministrative officer. In some Califor-
nia counties the position of assistant 
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to the chairman f the bard f super-
isors has been created by rdinance. 
Third, the chief ex cutive c uld be 
hired by the entire c mmissi n t fill 
a managerial position creat d by a 
home rule c unty charter much the 
same way a school board hires a up r-
intendent of schools. 
In all three of these cases the legis-
lative body f the c unty w uld re-
main supreme in p licy f rmulati n. 
The pr fessionally train d chi f xecu-
tive w uld replace the numer us di-
rectly elect d officials wh are charged 
with administrative duties. He w uld 
in turn hire professionally c mpetent 
p rsons to head administrative subdi-
visions necessary to perform the serv-
ices sp lled out by the legislature. 
The argument that rural government 
can not afford to pay f r the ser ices 
of a competent administrator is ri-
diculous. No administrative enterprise 
can afford to be without the ser ices of 
a professional administrator. The case 
of Petroleum County, Montana which 
has used the third type of chief execu-
tive for 20 years indicates that it can be 
done. Petroleum County, with less 
than 1,000 persons, an assessed valua-
tion of under 1 million, and a sparse 
population of about .6 persons per 
square mile reduced its number of em-
ployees from 13 to 5, increased the 
quality of its services, reduced it debt 
and CUt taxes after hiring a county 
manager. 
The implementation of a thor ugh-
going personnel merit system is long 
overdue in American rural govern-
ment. While job recruitment, place-
ment, promOtion transfer, and lay-off 
are on a merit basis in 90 percent f 
the national government positi ns, in 
most positions in many large cities and 
in some positions in a few states merit 
has been avoided in most rural go -
ernments. NepOtism and partisan fa-
voritism have continued to haunt m St 
county government departments. 
While it seems only c mm n ense 
that the best person available for a 
job will perf rm more efficiently than 
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s meone chosen for other reasons, 
merit has nOt been popularly accepted 
in rural areas. It has recently been 
shown in Utah that the feeling of inse-
curity which exists among patronage 
employees contributes to low morale 
which has an adverse effect upon em-
ployee perf rmance. The uncertainty 
f tenure can no longer be tolerated 
and the turnover of employees when 
the out-party wins an election or when 
a person believes he can find a more 
permanent j b is expensive. 
F rmal and informal interlocal gov-
ernmental c peration helps reduce 
costs and improves many governmental 
services. Formal relations such as the 
c ntracting for services by one govern-
ment with another government has had 
nOtable success. With this device a 
small government can maintain its pol-
icy determining function of deciding 
what services it desires and at what 
level they should be performed, and at 
rhe same time it can take advantage of 
the economies of large-scale adminis-
tration. Most examples of this have 
occurred in urban areas, but there is no 
reason why it would not prove as ef-
fective in rural areas. Informal rela-
tions among local governments, includ-
ing such simple techniques as contact-
ing an official in a nearby jurisdiction 
by telephone and asking him how he 
handled a matter which is similar to 
the one at hand, are growing in num-
ber. The use of associations of officials 
and leagues of governments has in-
creased the opportunities for this kind 
f contact. 
Realignment of governmental serv-
ices among those units best equipped 
to handle them would remove many of 
the services from the hands of rural 
governments. It would transfer from 
the local unit to the state government 
those functions which are of a state-
wide concern and for which the local 
unit is inadequate and unsuitable. It 
has been said that the state can work 
more efficiently through its own or-
ganization than it can through assist-
ing local governments to perform serv-
ices. If a uniform service is desired 
throughout a general jurisdiction there 
seems no point in dividing the execu-
tion of the service among poorly 
equipped numerous governmental 
units. If the division has already been 
made, a realignment or a reallocation 
of the function or functions seems in 
order. 
Consolidation of governmental units 
had been offered as a solution to the 
problem of high COSts and low quality 
for many years. It has made some 
strides in reducing the number of 
school districts, particularly in those 
areas where the number of school offi-
cials sometimes exceeded the number 
of pupils. Costs can be reduced by 
eliminating duplications in overhead 
expense and by concentrating in one 
organization a volume of work now 
apportioned among twO, three, or four 
organizations. Quality is supposedly 
increased by being able to hire more 
specialized and better trained person-
nel and yet keep the total number of 
employees below the previous com-
bined tOtals. 
The redrawing of consolidated 
county boundary lines, which was in 
vogue a few years ago, did nOt miss 
Utah. George H. Hansen published 
his detailed proposal of a regional re-
districting plan for Utah based upon 
physiographic, social, political, and eco-
nomic forces. He believed that six 
provinces instead of 29 counties point-
ed the way "toward greater economy in 
government, together with expanded 
and equalized public services." 
There is merit in placing a function 
in the hands of that government which 
can best perform it. Certainly no one 
would contend that a function ought to 
be placed in the hands of the govern-
ment that does the worSt job of per-
formance. The National Association of 
County Officials has made this their 
creed: 
Leave to private initiative all functions 
that citizens can perform privately' use 
the level of government clo est to the 
(Continlled on page 131) 
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Initiation legitimation Plan Organize 
The Social Adion Process 
RURAL AREAS 
DEVELOPMENT 
AN old and successful idea dressed up with a new name and na-
tional emphasis, rural areas develop-
ment is characterized as a method for 
helping local areas help themselves. It 
is a cooperative, organized approach 
for the continuing solution of problems 
in local areas. Mainly, it is a method 
for helping local people organize their 
natural, economic, and human re-
sources co achieve a more satisfying 
life. 
The major emphasis in rural areas 
development is economic resources de-
velopment. However, many rural areas 
in Utah are discovering chat they need 
first co do something about the general 
appearance and living conditions in 
their communities. Industry and busi-
ness, they find, are slow to recognize 
• 
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help themselves 
STEPHEN L. BROWER 
an area with limited family living con-
ditions. Therefore, many rural areas 
find they can't really deal with co-
nomic development alone. They are 
faced with a total resource develop-
ment task. 
Elsinore in Sevier County, is an ex-
ample of how a small, rural commu-
nity faced the decision of survival. Sur-
vival in this case was in the face of 
highly depressi e influence caused by 
long-time decrease in population and 
the resulting decrease in community 
services facilities, and economic oppor-
tunities. 
In the last decade, Elsinore lost more 
than a quarter of its population (657 
persons in 1950 to 483 in 1960). Many 
business, residential, and public build-
ings were boarded up. The commu-
nity had a general rundown appear-
ance as do so many declining com-
munities in the state. 
In spite of the seemingly over-
whelming ob tacles which Elsinore 
faced, the local people still felt it was 
a good place t live. With the ncour-
agement and assistance f their county 
agent and some local leaders the citi-
zens agreed on some of the things they 
wanted for their community and set 
OUt t achieve the desired goals. 
In the June 7, 1961, issue of the 
Salt lake Tribune Home Magazine 
Section, Elsin re was de cribed as one 
f the most outstand ing exam pies of 
what a local community could do co 
improve its physical appearance 
through the cooperati e effort of its 
citizens. But that was ju t the 
beginning. 
A general I ng-range cleanup, paint-
up community beautification program 
was initiated in March of 1961. In the 
first year f thi activity, five blocks 
of curb and gutter were put in 2,500 
iris planted n Main tr et ( fig. 2). 
More than 60 yards of top soil was 
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haul in t stabli h th iri b d 
al ng the tr et. Old fence barn 
hed, w ed and accumulat d tra h 
were cl aned fr m 14 lor and 11 
acant hou w re clean up an 
painted m ely by luntary lab f. The 
I al cl an up, and 
gra 
inety-rwo p pI in EI in r a er-
aged r eighr h ur lunrary 
work each and some d nat d up r 
eight t t n day. Local citizen d-
nated tract rand earth-m ing quip-
New curbing and 2500 iris now border 
the main street of Elsinore 
mem where needed. The literary club 
plant d the iris and p ns red the 
we ding pr jeer. If n family was 
available to rake care of aIr in the 
block, the club w eded the I c- and 
the town board m mbers furni hed th 
water and warered the iris in front f 
the e Its. Otherwi e, ach citizen a -
umed chi respon ibiEty. 
From [h early pr ject ,rh peo-
ple in Elsin re became excited about 
planning for the de elopment of orher 
community re ource. They ha e tart-
ed work n a m d rn treet lighting 
y tern, are building a community park 
are continuing to lean-up m r of the 
deserted 1 t in the community are 
repairing old building and ha a 
mmunity-wide c perati pr gram 
of praying or clearing old w d n 
egeration ff from rhe right - f-way 
b tw en pr perry lin n str et and 
near the community. 
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Th attitude of hope den ed from 
this kind of xperience in EI inore, has 
stimulated dr ams and hard-headed 
planning for future resource develop-
ment p t ntial hich a community of 
this size wouldn't usually e en dare to 
c n ider. A 1 al committee i tudy-
ing planning, and making contact to 
encourage the d elopmenr of a glas 
manufacturing indu try in the commu-
nity. It made a rudy of their local high-
quality silica and of other allied min-
eral resource need for such an in-
Kanab is building a hospital through 
community effort 
dustry. It asked for and received help 
fr m the Bureau of Busine sand &0-
n mic Re earch to make a preliminary 
ec nomic feasibility study of the po-
t ntial of establishing a glass manu-
facturing plant. It obtained the as is-
tance f USU Extension Services in 
preparing a pr specrus describing the 
high-quality mineral resource and 
ther natural ad antages for uch an 
indu try in the area and ubmitted this 
rep rt t Pitt burg Plate Glas Com-
pany in the f rm f a colored film trip 
and a rap d narration, along with the 
economic feasibility study. 
During thi period of community re-
birth, a new drive-in resraurant serv-
ice station remodeled cafe and a new 
rock shop ha e been established. A 
new po t office building i under con-
struction. Most imp rrant of all fre h 
new attitudes and outlooks are preva-
lent among the citizens roward their 
community and toward their own 
farms or business enterprises. The 
cleaned-up appearance and impro ed 
community spirit deri ed from the 
people working together also has re-
sulted in eight new families moving 
into Elsinore. The succeses in Elsi-
nore came when the citizen took a 
critical look at themselves and their 
community and decided what things 
needed doing and then did them. 
The social action process 
Helping local people effecti ely or-
ganize for local resource development 
i a complex educational acei ity. It 
has been defined as stimulating ser-
vicing and fostering the "social action 
process" in the community (fig. 1). 
Citizens who seriously seek to fos-
ter over-all community impro ement 
will usually find d1eir first ta k is 
opening the lines of communication 
between local factions so that the peo-
ple ha e a change to agree on answers 
to questions such as "What kind of 
people do we want in this commu-
nity?" "What kind of community do 
we want to de lop which will produce 
rhe e kind of people? ' "What do we 
want our town to be in ten year in 
twenty years?" 
Agreeing on an wer to the e kind 
of que rion id ntifies the br ad com-
munity goal. When 1 al people com-
pare their an wer t th e qu stions 
i(h the kind of people the commu-
nity now produces and the kind of 
community they now Ii e in they 
ha e begun r alistically to define the 
whole gamut of problem rhey face. 
General agreement among local peo-
ple on their broad goal and problem 
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sets the stage for them co set realistic 
priorities and seek solutions to their 
specific resources development prob-
lems. Local people will find a vast 
array of doors open to them when it is 
evident they can agree where they are 
going and can organize themselves to 
solve their problems on a continuing 
basis. Some of the "opening doors," in 
the form of aid and assistance pro-
grams from local, state, and federal 
agencies and organizations, are only 
available to those who show the ability 
to help themselves. 
Helping people in local areas arrive 
at the point where they can make ef-
fective use of their own resources, as 
well as outside resources, is one of the 
roles of the university. 
Land-grant universities have been 
invited by the U. S. Department of Ag-
riculture to provide the organizational 
and educational leadership for rural 
areas development. This role was per-
ceived as being most effectively per-
formed by the county extension agents 
who are on the staff of the land grant 
university. The county agent, a resi-
dent in a local area, is well acquainted 
with the human natural and organi-
zational problems and potential of the 
area and is, therefore, in a unique po-
siti n to stimulate local re ource de-
velopment. 
The c umy agent backed by the re-
sources f the land-grant university, is 
als in a unique p sidon t help local 
pe pIe identify and break down bar-
rier to local res urce development. 
These include factionalism and cliches 
which egmenc and is late the local 
p wer and leadership structure and in 
turn diffuse and waste the resources 
and nergies of local pe pIe. The 
county agent can help them identify 
and eek solution to problems flow 
inc me restricted employment oppor-
tunities limited educational, govern-
mental and social opportunities. In 
short, the county agenrs are in a 
strategic position to help local peo-
ple help themselves by servicing the 
social action process. 
Do-it-yourself 
Local people can best start helping 
them elves with "do-it-yourself" proj-
ects. De elopment of the "do-it-your-
self spirit appears to be the key to 
solving many local problems. On the 
surface, the obvious solution is t in-
crease th industrial r employment 
potential or otherwise increase the in-
c me-producing capacity of a local area. 
Howe er as many local communi-
ties in Utah have discovered no matter 
how hard they try t entice industry 
they are always confr nted with the 
question of adequacy f local business 
and service facilities, recreation and 
leisure time opportunities. 
An rganization consultant recently 
noted in a bulletin put out by the 
American Recreation Society that: 
Executives planning to move into an area 
want their workers and themselves to be 
able to live as pleasantly a po sible. 
They feel that good living conditions 
make for higher produ({ivity on tbe 
part of the employees. Higher produc-
tivity can then be transferred into wage 
increa es, which in turn mean a higher 
standard of livin . Thu , if a firm wants 
to attract workers into an area, it must 
select an area which must be able co 
offer a chance co enjoy the "good life" 
- that i , facilities with room to relax 
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and enjoy one's elf . . . many firm en-
joy poimin with pride to a fa t ry in 
a setting ele ted for it re rearional 
fa iliti . 
In r c gniri n f thi dil mm rhe 
ear -Roebuck F undation annually 
n-
ioternari nal c mmunity Impr 
menr c nt t. nt t lik thi arr .. 
aimed t timulat 1 al gr up and 
organiz tion t work r geth r in im-
pr ing Ii ing c ndiri n ser Ice an 
faciliti which make local ar a a de-
irable place in which to li e. In rhe 
1962 ann uncern nt of the e c mmu-
niry award . Ii'-
ade " a de el pm or acti icy in D ·lu. 
Utah wa d crib a "typifying what 
local p pIe can d f r them el 
The ame "do-it-your elf piri t" wa 
characteri tic of D el ta, tah, here the 
West Millard Fine Arc Guild nd the 
commu nity went to work in 1960 CO e-
cure a much-needed ho pital .... Amon 
many m n y-makin heme, two f the 
most ucce ful were farmer ea h iv. 
ing a peck of alfalfa eed at har e t time 
and farmer wh normally obje t d to 
phea ant humin on their land ellin 
permit for 2 each. orne 30 0 wa 
rai ed in chi manner. 
Thou h Hill-Burton aid ~ ap-
proved, re ident refu ed it be au they 
would nor be llowed to do ny f the 
work them elve . When their r fu al of 
federal money received 'V ide publicity, 
donation came in from many our e . 
After 1 long year, round 'i a bro-
ken in tober 1961 ... 
Potentials 1mlimited 
tah' ast mineral and ni p-
tenrial are well kn wn 1 ally but 
not well Ut ide the tar). ith 
the p ible expan i n f rh n ti nal 
park y tern in Utah the devel pm nt 
f p wer and recr ad nal f iliti n 
th 1 rad River many new n rural 
re ource de lopment will rak pI c . 
The surplu population in local area 
who c n no longer d p nd n agr icul-
rure f r their income will need t find 
new way of thinking ab ut appro-
priate way to make a Ii ing. ing 00 
the due hold of an expanding t urist 
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bu ine s many new kill and arri-
rude n ed to b acquired by re id ot 
f rural communitie if I al citiz n 
are going to b neiit fr m the touri t 
in u try. Thi i only on of th many 
chan ing opp rtunitie which face 
rural p pIe in the imm diare furur . 
Utah ha many ital re urces which 
are capable of and in need of de el-
m nt. Th ast natural r urce 
many of whi h ar larg Iy und elop d 
are only a parr of its indu try and trade 
r urce. M t imp ream its p ople 
are aJ 0 ital re ourc which mu t be 
r ckon d with when dealing with de-
elopment. nly when the r ource 
are de el ped through an erall co-
ordinat d effort can tahcommunirie 
and local area both rural and urban 
raise their economic s cial and edu-
cationalle el . 
The rural ar a de el pm or meth-
od j the arne ba ic t chnique that 
our Utah pioneer u ed in coop ra-
d ely tackling and 01 ing the many 
problem they faced a they c nquered 
th d It and built communities. 
Many Utah communiti ha e al-
ready exhibited th ir capacity to sol e 
their pr blem once th y de elop r 
find way f working rogeth r. A am-
ple Ii t of re ou!ce de lopmeor proj-
ct undertaken in the pa t twO or 
three year by Utah communities atte t 
to thi face: 
(C01lti1111ed on page 132) 
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THE fourteen Utah countie that are 100 percent rural are organ-
ized into se enteen chool di triCt . 
Thi di cus ion of ducation in rural 
Utah will be limited to the education 
program of these se nteen ch 01 dis-
tricts. Rural education long has b en 
and continues to be a major a p Ct of 
the American public school system. In 
Utah it still concerns itself with 
223,500 people living in 57000 house-
hold located in rural areas. It jnvol e 
the education of 70,000 school-age per-
ons 5 to 17 year of age. Becau thi 
repre ents 30 percent of our total 
school-age population it is an impor-
tant egment that cannot be ignored. 
The quality of education being pro-
vided for these children is a concern 
not only of those thousands of runl 
homes directly affected, but of all citi-
zens. Rural youth no longer remain in 
their home towns or on the farm. Stud-
ies have shown that nearly all of those 
who graduate from college take up resi-
dence in some place Other than their 
home counties. A study of rural youth 
in Utah showed that one year after 
graduation from high school 60 per-
cent of those not enrolled in college 
bad left their home counties to accept 
employment elsewhere in or outside of 
the state. 
Studies of rural education furnish 
ample justification for concern about 
the quality of education a ailable to 
rural children and youth. While it is 
• 
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true that there are pr bably many 
subtle benefits from attending a mall 
rural chool there is al mu h e 1-
dence that any uch ad antage ar 
g nerally b ught at th pric of p r r 
quality in the choo1 program. In addi-
tion, many f the p cential scrength 
of small chools ar not bing u d 
and rna t of their weakne go un-
arcended. 
What are the cha:racte'ristics 
of 1'tilral education? 
1. Rural education is concern 
with people who are engaged in farm-
ing in extracting natural resource , in 
processing the resources of th .ir im-
mediate surrounding or in p rform-
ing direct per anal prafes ianal ser -
ices for people so engaged. It is lim-
ited neither to people who reside in 
open country nor to persons who ar 
engaged in agriculture as a chief ec -
nomic activity. 
2. In Utah, rural education cakes 
place in small schools. In the 14 rural 
counties 2874 students are enrolled 
in small elementary schools in which 
there i fewer than one ceacher per 
grad and 3,431 rud ncs accend high 
ch 1 in which th a rag nr 11-
m or p r grad i fewer than 50. The 
rudeor art nding the e chool repr-
sent 33 perc nt f the t tal sch 1 
oroHm nt in th e counties. The ther 
67 percent f these stud nt attend 
ch 1 that are a little larger but none 
of which ha m re than 100 cud nt 
per grade. 1 ewhere in Utah, 4654 
cud or ar an nding cher mall 
chool (table 1). 
3. T acher in the e rural schools of 
Utah ha e fewer y ars of teaching ex-
p rience, and the rumo er f teacher 
in the e sch Is i greater than it is in 
the larger chool. The av rage total 
years xperienc of teachers in the 
small high school of Utah i 8.6 years 
while in the larg r schools f the state 
the a erage total is 11.9 years. Teach-
ers in th small high ch ]s ha e been 
in their present p irions an :l erage 
f 6.5 y ar while their c lleague- in 
large high chool have a eraged 8.4 
y ar. 
4. Many cia in ur mall rural 
high choo] are taught by teacher who 
ha e 1 than a c llege min r in the 
subj Ct matter f eh cIa s. During the 
1961-62 chool year 17 rcent of all 
clas e taught in the e chool f 11 into 
thi categ ry. In th larger urban high 
chool only 4 percent f the cIasse 
had tea b r with 1 [han a college 
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mIn 
many 
where. 
ar fur-
m-
important ubj Ct that are nOt includ-
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f mall 
n cla in any m rn f rei n lan-
ua . Though fir t year algebr and 
plan g m try w re fund in the cla 
ch dule f m t f the 23 rural high 
chool 15 of the 23 had n c ur 
in trig n m try and 13 had n ff r-
ing in e nd year high chool alg bra. 
Ad anc d high eh I cience cour e 
far d no b tter. hemi try wa in-
Iud d in th c ur taught in 13 f 
the 23 h Is, but a cl in phy ic 
wa a ailabl in nly 9 f th high 
chooIs. ur in u h v ad nal ub-
jeas a aut -mechanic, electricity 
lectronic metal trade machine sh p 
and m chanical dra ing w re alm t 
n n-ex! tent. in of the 23 chooIs 
had mu ic Hering and the arne 
numb r Ii ted cour es in art at th n-
i r high ch 1 Ie I (table 2). 
6. Where earne t efforts have heen 
made as th y have heen made in Utah 
to strengthen ducation in small 
ch Is by increasing the iz f the 
faculty higher c ts per pupil and 
mall clas ize re ult. The tw 
characteri tics of rural ducation-
c t and cIa ize - ar readily 
ob rvahle. During 1960-61 the a er-
age co t p r pupil for ch I mainte-
nance and op ration in th 17 rural 
di trict a 3 0.16. The a er ex-
penditure p r pupil for the state that 
year wa 318.23 and in th trialy 
urban eh 1 di triet the c t for cur-
r nt xp n e a rage nly 295.33 
P r pupil (t hI 3). las ize diff red 
a much but io an in er e way. The 
a erage cl iz in mall rural h I 
in th di tria wa nly 21 compared 
t 30 in the lar er ch I di trict rv-
ing an urban p pulation. 
7. A ignificanr influence u n th 
quality f education in rural tah i 
the relati Iy I ability f the tax-
payer in the area to finane their 
ch I. In th face of high r c ts 
f p rating their chool Utah rural 
di trict mu t c mend with 1 r-
apita inc me and Iowa alua-
ti n per child. Excluding the an Juan 
unty ch I Di trict wh re th 
d aluation per child wa 63 665 
the a erag a e d aluati 0 p r child 
in 1961 in the ther 16 rural di trier 
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Table 1. Classification of schools by si%e in Utah's seventeen rural school districts, 1961-62 
Name of district 
Number of 
secondary 
schools 
High school 
with less than 
50 students 
per grade 
High school 
with m'!'re than 
50 but less than 
lOOper grade 
Number of 
elementary 
schools 
One room 
schools 
More than one 
room but less 
than a teacher 
per grade 
One or more 
teachers 
per grade 
Nn. No. Enrollment No. Enrollment No. No. Enrollment No. Enrollment No. Enrollment 
Beaver ............................ .............. . 
Daggett ... ..................................... . 
Duchesne .......................... ............ . 
Emery .. .............................. ........... . 
Garfield ........ ............................... . 
Kane ............................................. . 
Millard .... ............ .. ... .. ........... ...... .. . 
Morgan ......... ........................ ....... . 
Piute ........................ ..................... . 
Rich .... ....... .................................... , 
San Juan ............. ...... ................... . 
South Sanpete .. ........... .......... ...... . 
North Sanpete .................... ......... . 
South Summit ......... ............. ........ . 
North Summit .............................. . 
Park City ...................................... . 
Wayne ....................... ........ ........... . 
Totals ................................... .. 
2 
1 
5 
2 
4 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
35 
2 
1 
3 
1 
4 
2 
1 
2 
20 
519 
136 
428 2 585 
132 1 556 
478 
346 
4 1131 
1 376 
241 
201 
2 679 
3 797 
2 674 
276 
256 
181 
266 
3460 15 4798 
3 
2 
6 
8 
5 15 
4 
13 2 26 
1 
3 
4 
12 5 76 
3 
5 
I 
1 
1 
3 
75 8 117 
2 
6 
2 
3 
9 
3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
39 
149 
211 
564 
173 
160 
682 
209 
234 
358 
261 
147 
3148 
2 
2 
4 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
28 
636 
219 
1197 
344 
494 
337 
836 
442 
1001 
999 
424 
396 
418 
212 
182 
7137 
Table 2. 196().61 course offerings in selected subjects in 23 of Utah's rural high schools 
, I 
Number of 
schools 
Name of course offering 
the course 
in 1960-61 
Agriculture (Voc.) ........................ 11 
Art ...... .... ........................................ 9 
Farm shop ....... ......... .. .... .. ............ 10 
Bookkeeping .................... ...... ........ 12 
Office pradice ......... ..... ................ 4 
Shorthand & transcription ........... . 
Typing ........................................... . 
French ....................... .................... . 
Spanish ......................................... . 
Homemaking ............................... . 
Athletics ......................... ............. .. 
Health education ......................... . 
P. E. boys .................................. ... . 
P. E. girls ............. ........................ . 
Industrial arts ............................... . 
Auto mechanics .......................... .. 
Electricity-electronics .................. .. 
General metals ............................. . 
Graphic arts ...... .......................... .. 
Mechanical drawing ......... .......... . 
Woodworking .............................. .. 
English ...... .............. .......... ..... ....... .. 
Debate ........................................ .. 
14 
22 
3 
4 
21 
11 
10 
15 
21 
17 
2 
3 
1 
2 
2 
2 
23 
2 
was 5,906. In those districts in which 
there is a mixture of urban and rural 
population the assessed valuation per 
child was 6,034, but only 4,134.33 in 
those districts which are classified as 
being 100 percent urban (table 3 ) . 
BOth the median income fam ily and 
the effective buying income per capi-
ta are significantly lower in our rural 
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Number of 
schools 
Name of course offering 
the course 
in 1960-61 
Journalism .. ................ ... ...... ......... 9 
Speech and drama .. .................... 10 
Reading .......................................... 10 
Algebra I ............. ........... ........ ...... 22 
Algebra II ......................... ....... .... 10 
Consumer math ........................... . 
Geometry ................................... .. . 
Moth 7 or 8 ................................ .. 
Trigonometry ............................... . 
Music (general) ...... ..................... . 
Chorus .................................. ...... .. . . 
Band ........... ........................ .......... . 
Biology ............................. ............ . 
Chemistry ...... .. .................. ........ ... . 
Senior science ............................... . 
Physiology ................................... . 
Physics ......................................... . 
Contemporary problems ........... .. 
Geography ...... ............................. . 
American history & government .. 
Psychology ................................... . 
Sociology ..................................... . 
World history ................... ........... .. 
13 
13 
20 
8 
12 
12 
14 
20 
13 
2 
6 
9 
16 
20 
23 
1 
3 
12 
areas. Effective buying income per 
capita in Urah's rural counties IS 
1,303 as compared with 1867 in 
urban areas. Residents in the rural 
counties were spending a considerably 
higher percent of their average effec-
tive buying income for education than 
were residents of the urban areas of 
Utah (table 3). 
Meeting the challenge 
It is diff icult to say what effect any 
or all of these seven characteristics of 
rural education have had upon the 
quality of the instruction program in 
our rural schools as might be measured 
by the achievem nt of students. No 
conclusiv data are available in Utah 
that furnish grounds for a generaliza-
tion about the relation between 
achievement and sch 01 size or school 
I cati n. However, some studies have 
been c nducted in Other states. In a 
ten-year study of the results of the 
annual wide-scale t sting pr gram in 
Iowa high scho Is sponsored by the 
Iowa State C lleg of Education the 
relation between achievement and 
school ize is analyzed. Following is a 
quotation from the conclusi ns of this 
study: 
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There is little doubt conce.rnin the 
implications of these findings. The 
pupil who receives his elementary edu-
cation in a rural school and his sec-
ondary education in a small high school 
of 100 or fewer students suffers a 
form of educational ouble jeopardy. 
His achievemenc at the time of high 
school encrance will, in all likelihood, 
be lower than the average for the stare. 
During the high school years the extent 
of his disadvantages is very likely to 
increase. It seems clear that the hypothe-
sized merits of attendance at small 
schools have no basis in the facts of 
studenc achievemenc. 
Other studies examined support this 
conclusion. However, until results of 
a state-wide testing program in Utah 
are available for analysis, any generali-
zation about the relation between 
achievement and size of school would 
be presum pruous indeed. 
Historically, Utah has shown c n-
cern for the quality of the educational 
program for all of its children. This 
concern has resulted in an enviabll; 
record in school district reorganiza-
tion and in the consolidation of its 
small schools. Utah bas been a leader 
in the financial suppOrt of school 
from state res urces on an qualiza-
tion basis. In fact, th lea t wealchy 
district in the state currently rccei es 
80 percent of irs funds for current ex-
penses from state sources. For at 1 ",St 
15 years the State Department f Pub-
lic Instructi n has ha auth rity to 
grant additional funds for the employ-
ment of additional teacher in nec s-
sarily existent mall schools. All of 
these measures have worked fa or ably 
in the interests of rural education. Bur 
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Table 3. Comparison of rural, rural-urban, and urban school districts of Utah as to their 
ability to finance education, 1961 -62 
School districts 
Ru ral Rural-urban * Urban 
Average assessed valuation per child t ................. . $5,906 
$ 1,303 
$4,629 
$ 380 
$ 142 
$6,034 
$1,555 
$5,004 
$ 320 
$ 134 
$4,151 
$1,867 
$5,413 
$ 295 
$ 106 
Average effective buying income per capita ......... . 
Average median income per family ....................... . 
Average per capita cost ............................ .... .... ..... .. . 
Per capita costs borne by local funds ....... ... ......... . 
Pe rcent local expenditure is of effective 
buying income per capita * ......... ...................... . 11 9 6 
Sources: Sales management: survey of buying power, May 10, 1961 , p. 309-311 . 630 Third 
Avenue, New York 17 
Utah State Department of Public Instruction. Utah School Reports, 1961-62 
U. S. Bureau of the Census. U. S. Census of population 196(),Utah. General social and 
economic characterist ics, Final report PC (1 )-46C, p. 46-65 
* School districts set"ving areas that a re partly urban and partly rural. 
t Does not include San Juan School District ($63,665 per child) 
* Calculated by dividing the per capita cOsts borne by local funds by the average effective 
buying income per capita. 
even with these measures our small 
rural schools are still faced with se-
rious, unsolved problems and unmet 
needs. It would seem that the discov-
ery of solutions to these problems -
other than the historical ones of con~ 
solidation, increased teaching staff, and 
increased state aid - is the important 
and timely challenge of tOday. 
Of great interest to those who have 
a concern for the improvement of edu-
cation in rural Utah, is the Western 
States Small Schools Project for Utah. 
Under this State Department sponsored 
project, which is financed by the Ford 
Foundation Fund for the Advancement 
of Education, research and develop~ 
menr programs designed to seek some 
new approaches to the problems of 
rural education are conducted. In this 
significant effort Utah is cooperating 
with four neighbor states - Arizona 
C lorado Nevada, and New Mexico. 
Experimentation wit h scheduling 
sharing teachers unique uses of pro-
grammed materials, and ungrading the 
curriculum is currently going on in 
nine of Utah's small rural schools. 
Teachers from small schools are being 
involved in project-sponsored work-
shops in which they explore new in-
structional techniques and their appli-
cation to teaching in small schools. 
The unique uses of educational tele-
vision for enrichment, total instruc~ 
tion and in-service education of teach-
ers is being explored, and efforts are 
being made to extend the educational 
television signal to the remOte areas of 
the state. 
The extension of library services to 
rural Utah by the Utah State Library 
through its bookmobile program, the 
leadership and financial assistance by 
the State Health Department in es-
tablishing mental health services for 
most of U tab s rural popuJation are 
examples of efforts being made by 
(Continued on page 138) 
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Utah 
Agr·cul ure 
Fewer but generally 
larger farms, increased 
use of rangeland, decline 
in hours of labor, higher 
land values and need for 
more operating capital, 
more power equipment, 
greater specialization, 
higher yielding crops and 
livestock, more work off 
the farm characterize Utah 
agriculture today 
GEORGE T. BLANCH 
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PLANNlNG for the future should be based on an understanding f th 
past. There is both within and with-
out agriculture tOo little understanding 
of the nature and extent of the change 
that have taken place and that are till 
in process in thi important segment 
of our economy. 
We are concerned primarily with 
the agriculture of Utah but since sim-
ilar changes are nationwide, compari-
sons are occasionally made with na-
tional changes. In this study we hall 
concentrate on the change that ha e 
taken place since 1940. T h w the 
data for 1939 1949 and 1959 are 
used. 
Ntt,mber atnd organization of farms 
The definition of a farm for cen u 
purposes has changed from time t 
time. For the ill t recent (1959) 
census it was based primarily on acr 
and alue of products sold. Places f 
10 acres or more were c n idered a 
farms if the sales of farm product for 
the year were 50 or m re or c uld 
normally be expected to produce suf-
ficient products to meet this require-
ment. Places of less than 10 acres were 
considered farms if sales for the year 
exceeded or could normally be ex-
pected to exceed 250. The 1950 cen-
sus of agriculture (1949 crop y ar) in-
cluded as farms, places f 3 r m re 
acres if the value of agricultural prod-
ucts in 1949, exclusive of h me gar-
dens, amounted to 150 or more. 
Plac of less than 30 acres were in-
cluded nly if the sales of farm prod-
UCtS amounted t 150 or m reo The 
1940 census which repons the agri-
cultural activities f r 1939, included 
place f les than 3 acres only when 
the products had a alue of 250 r 
more. In mo t other re pects the defi-
nition for all three censuses w re the 
am . In all three a farm consisted f 
all the land whether owned r rented 
operated a a unit by one perat r, 
including a partner hip. The operatOr 
c uld be an wner parr-owner tenant 
or hired manager. 
Th numb r of farms in Utah 
rea hed a peak in 1935 with 30695. 
Up t thi time th r had b en a grad-
ual increa e. H we r the 1940 cen-
u r ported nly 25411 (table 1). 
The 1959 cen u includes nly 178 1, 
or a ecr a e f 30 p rcent fr m 1940. 
Of the decrea e between 1950 nnd 
1959 a change in definition acc unted 
f r 1 266. That i had the definition 
of a farm remained the arne f r 1959 
a in 1950 th re w uJd have been a 
t tal f 19077 in tead f only 1781l. 
The d cr ase f 30 percent in num-
b r of farms in Utah betwe n 1940 
and 1959 compares with 39 percent 
decrease in the nation. In both cases 
the maj r d cline wa between 1950 
and 1959. Each of the tates had a 
d wnward trend in farm numbers. 
Utah is a state with small farms. 
This had its origin with the institu-
tional climate that prevailed during 
Table 1. Total number of farms, percentage in selected size groups, and percentage change 
1939-1959, Utah 1939, 1949, and 1959 
Percent of total farms of 
. . 
Total Less than 10-49 50-139 140-999 1000 or more 
Year number 10 acres acres acres acres acres 
Utah 
1939 25,411 14.0 33.3 26.5 21.9 4.3 
1949 24,176 17.9 28.3 24.6 22.9 6 .3 
1959 17,811 12.5 25.8 24.3 27.7 9.7 
United States 
1939 6,096,799 8.3 29.2 32.5 28.4 1.6 
1959 3,703,642 6.5 21.9 28.4 39.5 3.7 
Percentage change 1939-1959 
Utah -30.0 -27.2 - 47.7 - 25.6 -11.4 + 57.0 
U. S. -39.3 - 52.5 - 54.4 -46.8 - 15.4 + 35.5 
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the arly ttl ment f the rat. Th 
difficulci a ociat ith d 1 ping 
ater suppli for irrigati n the h re-
age f power an machinery th rapid 
coloniz cion and the u of public land 
f r Ii e tock grazing all ntribuc d t 
th di i ion f pri at Iy wn land 
int mall unit. Alth ugh the a rag 
ize of f. rm i incr a ing fr m 2 7 
acr in 1939 t 712 acr in 1959 
tah till ha nearly rwic the na-
ti nal rcentage f f rm f I than 
10 acr. 0 t f th 1 266 pl. e 
dud d in 1959 by 
ha e f lien in thi cl 
cr a e m 11 farm 
1959 
"1000 a r 
a higher proporti n than th nati nal 
a rag. In thi cl the prop rti n 
i r lati ely I in b th the stat an 
the nati n. 
T often th declining numb r of 
tah and the nacion i in-
t rpr te a a i n f d ca nc in the 
agricultuI indu try. In tead f c-
a en thi how viden f itality 
r weh efficiency and progr . t r p-
re nt chang within th indu try 
th t c upl d with th nature f the 
demand f r the pr uCt f agri ulture 
her ulc d in ec n mic pr bl m f r 
farm r. It h al r ult d in m r 
fficient gricultural pr ucti nand 
n unparallel d upply and quality f 
farm product a ailable t c n urn r 
t r lativ ly 1 pric. 
Re ottrces u ed it1- agricultural 
prod1lctiotJ. 
The quantity and quality f re-
urc u d in farming ar a much 
m re ignificant ind x f rh pr nt 
tatur of agri ultur in U t h rh n j 
the number f farm. M ny im r-
tant chan in am unt kind quali-
ti and pr p rei n f Ie UIC u ed 
ha taken place ince 19 O. Th e 
will be di cu d land lab rand 
capital. 
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Total land in Utah farms increased 
by more than 5 million acres between 
1939 and 1959 (fig. 1). This increase 
amounted to almost 75 percent of the 
1939 acreage. Most of this increase, 
howe er, was in pasture or rangeland 
the productivity of which is relatively 
low. Although cropland made up only 
about 24 and 16 percent of the total 
land in 1939 and 1959 respeCtively 
this portion is by far the most impor-
tant of the land resources. Of the 
tOtal cropland, that which is irrigated 
produces more abundantly than does 
the nonirrigated. During the period 
being considered the amount of land 
classed as irrigated increased about 
16.5 percent. In addition, a consider-
able acreage of land classed as irri-
gated in 1939 but with only a partial 
water supply, is now more adequately 
supplied. In total acres and also in 
acres of the highest quality of land, 
the land resources in Utah farms have 
been substantially improved during the 
past 2 decades. 
Although there was an increase in 
cropland of all classes between 1939 
and 1959, there were some decreases 
including cropland harvested, between 
1949 and 1959 (fig. 1). The total 
acreage planted and harvested varies 
from year to year in response to differ-
ences in moisture, government pro-
grams, and market conditions. During 
the 1940 decade moisture conditions 
over the state were relatively favorable, 
with an average annual precipitation 
of 15.8 inches compared with 12.8 
inches during the 30's and 11.6 inches 
during the 50·s. The average from 
1881 through 1959 was 12.89 inches. 
The favorable moisture during the 
1940's, wartime government programs, 
and favorable market conditions had 
their effect on acreages grown. Many 
thousands of acres of grazing land were 
plowed up and seeded. Following the 
war the need for foodstuffs was re-
duced and restrictive government pro-
grams were again introduced. This. 
with the decline in moisture, resulted 
in the retirement of many acres from 
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Table 2. Number of persons employed on farms during a specific week,1I 
Utah 1939, 1949, and 1959 
Typft of labor 1939 1949 
Operator t ...................................................................... n.a . 20,252 
Unpaid family t ............................................................ n.a. 12,808 
1959 
15,202 
8,066 
-------------------------------
Total family ............... ............................................. 28,065 33,060 23,268 
Hired regular § ........................................ ...................... n.a. 4,750 2,873 
Hired sftQsonal1]' ........ ................................................ .... n.a. 2,670 2,753 
Total hired .............................................................. 5,794 7,420 5,626 
Total ... ............................................................. 33,859 40,480 28,894 
Average per farm reporting ........................................ 1.6 1.9 1.8 
1< For 1940, last week in March: 1950, the week preceding ftnumeration which began April 1, 
but required several weeks to complete; 1959, the week pre~eding enumeration which 
extend from October 1 to December 31, although a majority of farms were' enumerated 
between November 8 and December 4. 
t Includes all operators that worked one or more hours. 
t Includes members of the operator's family who worked 15 hours or more. 
§ Persons employed for 150 days or more. 
1]' Other employed persons who did any work at all. 
n.a.-not available. 
rable 3. Numbers of specified equipment on farms, Utah, 1939, 1949, 1959 
Total number 
Item of equipment 1939 1949 
Grain combines...................... ....................................................... n.a . 2,827 
31 
1,444 
Corn pickers............................................. ..... ........... ............ ......... n.a . 
Pick-up balers..................................................................... ....... ... n.a. 
Field forage harvesters....................................................... ......... n.a. n.a. 
Motor trucks......... ........................ .......... .......... .................... ......... 6,238 15,352 
Tractors (not garden).......... .. ................................................. ...... 3,041 14,957 
Garden tractors ........ ... ........................................ · ....... ····............. n.a. 1,030 
Automobiles ...... . _......................................................................... 16,759 20,769 
Milking machines ... ................................................. ·· .. ·................. n.a. 3,864 
Electric milk coolers .............. ............ ............................... · .. · .... ·· .. · n.a. n.a. 
Crop drien ... ... ......... ................ ................ ·· ...... ·· .... ·· .. ·· .... ·· .. ·........ n.a. n.a. 
1959 
3,136 
104 
5,891 
2,252 
18,821 
21,803 
2,010 
19,907 
4,126 
2,574 
43 
n.a . 4,106 Power elevators, conveyor or blower ......................................... ___ n_._a _. __________________ _ 
Total number reported...... ................................................... 26,038 60,243 84,773 
n.a. Not available. Should not be interpreted as meaning there were none. 
production. Some were placed in the 
soil bank, some were used for grazing, 
and some remained idle. This was 
largely nonirrigated land. 
The decline in precipitation al 
reduced the supply of water which 
resulted in reducing the acreage irri-
gated. In addition the expansion of in-
dustry in the state was accompanied by 
an expansion of new housing devel-
opments, shopping centers, and other 
related land uses. Much of this expan-
sion was on previously irrigated land. 
Total land in farms in 1959 was 
5,387,000 acres larger than in 1939. 
Most of this was unimproved or range 
grazing land with low productivity. 
Since this increase could have been 
btained only by purchase or lease of 
land owned by the railroad, Indian 
tribes, or the federal or state govern-
mentS, and probably was previously 
grazed under a permit or lease, this 
land really did not increase the re-
sources used in agriculture. It only 
changed their ownership or COntrol. 
With change in ownership a change in 
usc of ~ome land took place. This is 
most . ignificant when the land wa~ 
plow€::d lnd water from underground 
or surface sources was devdoped to 
turn the rangeland into irrigated 
cropland. 
In addition to land in farms live-
stock men used in 1959 more [han 
27 milli n acres of federal range by 
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permits. An estimated total f ap-
proximately 40 million acres of land 
was used in 1959 for grazing purposes. 
Probably more than this was used in 
1939, as a considerable acreage has 
been withdrawn from use since that 
time. 
The amount of labor used on farms 
is impossible to determine accurately. 
The number of persons who worked 
on farms during a specified week is 
reported in the Agricultural Census. 
The data, however, were obtained for 
only a sample of farms and then ad-
justed to all farms. Also the specified 
weeks were not the same in all years. 
The most serious limitation however 
is that the average number of days or 
hours worked per person is not known. 
The data only indicate the general 
trend which is that each farm now 
uses about the same amount of labor 
but the tOtal is definitely declining. 
Other data provided by the census 
suppOrt the conclusion that the total 
hours of labor used in agriculture de-
clined more between 1939 and 1959 
than is indicated by the number of 
workers as shown in table 2. The 
census reports tbe work done off-farm 
by farm op ratOrs. Exchange work was 
not considered as off-farm work. These 
data are shown in fig. 2. 
Dur.ing each of the years reported 
by the census a significant number of 
all farm operatOrs worked away from 
their farms for pay. The proportion 
doing so increased from 44 percent 
in 1939 to 61 in 1959 even though 
the tOtal number of farms and the 
number of farm laborers declined. In 
addition the proportion who worked 
200 days or more away increased two 
and a half times. It is quite probable 
that many of these have full time em-
ployment and take care of their farm 
work mornings, nights and nonwork-
ing days and with the aid f family 
help. Some may also employ help for 
special occasions. Although specific 
measurements of the amount f labor 
used on farms are not available the in-
dications are that ignificanrly less la-
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bor is being used. 
Precise measuremencs of the amount 
of capital used in agriculture are also 
difficult to obtain. No source gives a 
complete listing of all capital items. 
Also since capital assumes many forms 
it can be added tOgether only by plac-
ing values on it. Some items tbat are 
listed have not been valued. A further 
problem is that considerable inflation 
has taken place since 1939 so that the 
dollar is not a good measure without 
adjustments. In spite of these prob-
lems some meaningful comparisons can 
be made. 
Two major forms of capital are im-
portant to agriculture. One is fixed 
capital and is represented by real es-
tate, livestock, and various kinds of 
power machinery and equipment. 
These are items that usually appear in 
inventory. The other is operating cap-
i tal and is represented by current ex-
penditures for hired labor seeds fer-
tilizers, repairs and other such expen-
ditures for production and main-
tenance. 
The Census of Agriculture reported 
the value of farm real estate in 1959 
as 711,728,000 and in 1940 as 154-
346,000 (fig. 3). A large increase i~ 
value was also reported for all livestock 
on farms. All of this is not real gain as 
the value, or purchasing power, of the 
dollar was reduced by inflation during 
this period. However, there was still 
an increase of 86 percent in real gain 
or wealth. This increase represents ad-
ditional land, buildings acquired, and 
other physical improvements made to 
land, water, and buildings. It could 
also include a basic gain in value from 
the market processes fixing a higber 
price on these items than on all goods. 
There has clearly been a substantial 
real gain in land and livestock assets 
over the past 20 years. More than half 
of this total gain was achieved during 
the 10 years 1940-50. In 1947-49 dol-
lars the value of livestock in 1959 was 
less than in 1949. During the two 
decades significant shifts from sheep 
to cattle were made. Numbers of all 
carrIe increased 87 percent while num-
bers of sheep declined 20 percent. The 
decline in sheep was marked, 31 per-
cent, between 1939 and 1949 with an 
increase of 17 percent between 1949 
and 1959. Number of chickens in-
creased a third during the first 10 year 
period and then declined to 12 per-
cent below the 1939 level in 1959. 
Prices of livestock and livestock prod-
ucts were particularly favorable during 
the years 1947 to 1952. The down-
ward trend in horses and mules has 
been the most consistent trend. In 
1939 the census reported 78,853, in 
1949, 53,728, and 29,894 in 1959. 
Even larger gains occurred in the 
use of operating capital. Although the 
statistics in this area are far from com-
plete, there are enough items to indi-
cate the extent to which farm prac-
tices changed and the need for more 
capital. It should be pointed out also 
that the full amount of this kind of 
capital expended is not invested for a 
full year. For example expenditures 
for feed for a milk cow may be re-
turned by way of the milk check with-
in a few weeks and expenditures for 
seeds when the crop is matured and 
sold. Because of this, such capital may 
be used as much as several times dur-
ing a year. The major point is that 
today's farming requires the use of far 
more such capital than in 1939. 
Probably the most dramatic changes 
in the amount and form of capital used 
on farms is in power units and allied 
machinery and equipment. It is also in 
this area that the least comparable sta-
tistical data are available. The trend 
has been sharply away from human, 
animal and steam and toward inter-
nal combustion and electrical power, 
and much ingenuity has been used in 
developing machines and tools com-
patible with the new forms of power. 
The 1959 census reported the num-
ber of 12 different kinds of farm 
equipment on farms (table 3). Of 
these 7 were reported in 1949 and only 
3 in 1939. Most of those reported 
in 1959 were unknown or unimpor-
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DECREASE IN 
FARMS PRODUCING PRODUCT 
SHEEP 
FRUIT CROPS 
INCREASE IN QUANTITY PER FARM 
WINTER WHEAT I-_"'~ 
VEGETABLES 
ALL CORN 
HOGS 
CATTLE 
SPRING WHEAT 1------.... 
BARLEY 
SUGAR BEETS 
POTATOES 
MILK 
EGGS 
TURKEYS 
Fig. 4 . Percentage change in the number of farms producing specified products 
and in the average quantity produced , Utah, 1939-1959 
tant on farm in 1939. In 1959 there 
wa an av rage of more than 1 truck 
tractor and automobile per farm. Since 
ome items in 1950 and most in 1940 
were not reported the a erage numb r 
of pieces of all equi pment i not 
comparable. 
The acqui ition of mechanical power 
and as ociated equipment has enabled 
the indu try to reduce the amount f 
labor and at th ame time increa e 
the acreage of cropland and th num-
b r of Ii e t ck kept. It ha cau ed 
the reduction in the number of hor e 
and permitted the increa e in cattle. 
le has al 0 cran ferred certain work 
and worker off the farm and into fac-
tOries. It account for much of the 
large increa in the amount of oper-
ating capital required. Tbe increa e 
in machinery and equipment has b en 
a sociated with a change in the r-
ganization of farm particularly fo -
tering more pecialization of enterpri e 
and les diver ification. 
D ata are not available n che cost 
or the current amount of capital in-
ve ted in farm machinery and equip-
ment. It is a large amount however 
and the efficient u e of it is bec m-
ing more and more nece ary to prof-
itable farming. 
In ummary it i quite e idenc that 
during the pa t 20 years large amount 
of new capital ha e gone inco Utah' 
farm indu cry. A con iderable amount 
ha been in impro ement of th land 
and farm building. An dditi nal 
large and significant amount has been 
in e ted in po er and machinery and 
in current operating r quirem nts. he 
increa ed commitment f new capital 
are characteristic f a gr wing an 
pr gre i e industry. 
More specialized farming 
The operation of larger farm with 
fewer laborer ha been p ible large-
ly becau e of the increa e in m chani-
cal pow rand quipment f impr d 
quality. Impro ment in mechaniz -
don ha extended to all farming area 
in the Unit d tate and to e ntially 
all indu trie including cran p reati n. 
The e and other t hnological cbang 
ha e n t affect d all farming area r 
all farm enterprise equally. Thu there 
ha eben hange in the c mparati 
profitablenest farmer in local area 
in producing particular pr duct . The 
large fixed capital co tS of certain p -
cialized equipm at have made it rof-
itable [ u e uch quipment only 
when a relatively large olum i in-
vol ed. The need f farmer t reduce 
costs per unit of each pr duce t m et 
c mpetition and to sur i e hied 
tOward larger unit p r farm and fewer 
line of product. The re ult in cah 
for a number f enterpri e ar hown 
in fig. 4. 
Of the 14 enterpri e hown in fig. 
4 only the farm reporting heep in-
creas d in numb r. Th increa e of 15 
p rc at in farm ha ing h ep wa ac-
comp ni d, h w er by a 30 perc nt 
d cr a in the a erage ize of farm 
flock. hi hift r ult from che 
intr u ti n f "f rm fl ck .. of h ep 
n irrig ted farm and not f the mor 
typical rang p rati n f the pa t. 
Sheep ha end ubt replaced dairy 
c w n many farm . 
A part f the d rea e in farm re-
p rdng the producci n of sp cific 
crop an no d ubt b attribu ed t 
the d clin in total farm number. 
Thi decrea e wa 30 percent. Th r 
was I than a 30 percent d crea e in 
th numb r of farm gr wing barley 
and c tn. Tb e, b th f ed grain can 
b n idered a bing increased, 
relad ely. Th large t relaci e de-
crea in number f pr uc r wa 
in eg table p tat ,and egg~. 
The large t in rea e in a erage pr -
ducci n pr perating unit wa in cur-
k y gg , and milk. 
Total crop and livestock production 
Alth ugh there ha b en a ignifi-
cant d lin in the cr pped acr age and 
in th labor u ed n Utah farm dur-
ing th pa c y ar there ha b en a 
per i t at u pw rd tr nd 
outpUt f agri ultural pr 
the y ar , 1935-39 a th ba the ag-
gr g< t in rae ha b en about 25 p r-
cem in II r ps and 55 percent in 
Ii c ck nd Ii e t ck product. The 
aggregate t tal phy leal production in 
1939 w 103 and in 1961, 134 (fig . 
5 and 6). The upwar trend ha b en 
punctllat d with up and down r-
ulting fr m variation in m i cure in-
e t and ch r r wing c ndition and 
in m rker uclo k. 
The trend f pr uCtion f particu-
lar kind f cr p j much m r irregu-
lar than th pr uction of all cr p 
(fig. 5). Fruit and txu k crop ex-
hibit particularly wide ariati n . Fro t 
c nditi n acc unt f r the wide ex-
treme in fruit wh rea market c n-
dition probably explain m t of the 
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chang in truck crop . Hay and grain 
production has b en roo t table. Grain 
have increa ed rna t and hay 
ha incr a d at about the m 
rate a aU crops. Truck cr p In-
cr d markedly during the war pe-
ri but declined bel w the 1935-39 
base in the late 1950' . Ca h fi Id crop 
( ugar b t, dry b an potatoes and 
similar crop ) ha e trended downward 
sin the end of the war. 
Mo t Ii e tock are not affected to 
the am extent as are crop by changes 
in the climatic en ironment. Also be-
cau of th phy ical requirement it i 
not c n micaUy feasible to hift into 
and out f m t Ji e tock prod u cti n 
ent rprise as readily a this can be 
d ne with many crop and as a re-
sult the ariarion in production from 
on year t another i Ie pronounced 
lthough n t with ut fluctuations. 
o r rna t of the period since 1940 
the pr uction of he p product ha 
b en below the 1935-39 Ie el. Many 
re urc form rly u d for heep are 
n bing u ed to produce cattle 
which ha can j tendy iner a ed to 
d ubI the ba peri d. The large t 
incr a h we er i in turkey which 
i n w at a Ie el f m re than ix time 
the ba e. Dairy product ha e been 
th m t table hile egg production 
incr a d harply during the war then 
I led ff and declined to a I el 
abOUt 20 percent abo e the ba e 
p riod. 
Yields per acre and animal 
The incr a e in total agriculrural 
pr uction ha been larg ly, but not 
entirely from iacrea ed production per 
acre f r pland and per animal unit. 
he inerea e p rare f all major crop 
gr wn i approximately 22 percent· it 
arl fr m year to year and am n 
cr p in re pan e co growing condi-
ti n . 
Th mo t p ctaeular lncrea e in 
yield ha b n in corn which now 
( Continued 017 page 133) 
Fig. 5 . Indexes of total production of 
selected types of crops, Utah, 1940-1961 
1935-39 = 100 
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NEW INDUSTRIES 
W. C. PALFREYMAN, as director of the Utah 
CommiHee on Industrial and Employment 
Planning, heads the state's industrial de-
ve lopment agency. A large portion of the 
commiH"'s energies and resources is de-
voted to fostering industrial growth in Utah's 
rural areas. Mr. Palfreyman believes that the 
basic economies of our rural communities can 
be broadened in many ways, including de-
velopment of new agricultural practices, prod-
ucts, and markets; promotion of tourism and 
recreation; assistance of firms already in the 
area to expand and improve; the devising 
of " bootstrap" operations; and finding ways 
to speed up timetables for natural research 
development. This article is confined to a dis-
cussion of aHracting new, outside industry 
which will add new payrolls so vitally needed 
in Utah's rural communities. 
Can they be 
aHracted to 
rural Utah? 
w. c. PALFREYMAN 
I F A PREDICTION of one of the na-tion s leading plant location experts 
is accurate, rural Utah communities 
can look more optimistically toward 
improving their economic lot by at-
tracting more new industrial payrolls 
than ever before, providing the citi-
zens in these towns seriously want new 
industry and are willing to make the 
necessary effort to obtain it. 
In a recent Wall Street Journal fe -
ture, Leonard D. Yaseen senior par~­
ner in the Fanrus FactOry Locating 
Service, said that "In the next decade 
it will be the very rare exception when 
UTAH MANUFACTURING JOBS 
1940 HEAVY LIN E DESIGNATES DURABLE GO O DS 
19,500 I 
I A S 
fOOD 
a manufacturer decides to build a fac-
tOry in a big city area." 
Indeed, if Mr. Yaseen prove t be 
as able a prognosticatOr as he is a plant 
locator (his firm claims location of 
over 1500 industrial plants sinc World 
War II) many of the tOwns thr ugh-
out the state which have continued to 
lose population can realistically 10 k to 
the day when the outflow of their cici-
zens to urban centers can be slowed r 
e en halted. They need not hop I Iy 
resign themselves to the fate of ec -
nomic stagnation. 
During 1961, according t Mr. Ya-
seen, eight of every 10 selection of 
new factory sites were well way 
from large urban areas. A decade ar-
lier only about half f the new it 
were rural. Figures pro ided by the 
U. S. Department of omm rc h w 
that nearly half f the nation's factO-
ries are outside metropolitan ar In 
1954 only 35 p rcent of the 286 15 
factories then in existence were in uch 
areas. A rather striking illu trati n f 
this trend is the fact that ew rk 
City now ha only 19 plant empl ying 
as many as 100 workers. Twenry 
years ago there were 42. 
1962 
53 ,400 I 
MACHINERY 
(UCE'T ElECTRICAL ) 
STONI . C AY A"AUL 
, GLASS ' OTHER 
DU.AIUS .. 
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Th r is incr a ing vidence Mr. 
as n adds, that th m ment of in-
du tr t mall t wn I ati n will not 
only c ntinue, but acc lerate. 
our-of-
n are ha ing n corpora-
e 
y wa neral Tire 
mpany with hea quar-
t r in Akr n hi influenc d to e -
t bli h a 9 milli n production facility 
ayfieid Kentucky a mall rural 
city h n uppli r cu tOmer , and 
big I b r pools were readily a ail-
abl in the tradiri nal manufacturing 
ent r ? 
h t induc d Murray Ohi ~nu-
facturin mpany t mo e it pro-
du ti n f bicycle and ther good 
fr m it hi tOric I arion in I eland 
to rur I i lated wrenc burg T n-
ne ee? 
Among ther c gent rea n, four 
factOr a ear t tand out: 
Manpower 
Indu trial firm ha found lab r in 
rural ar as m r abundant and more 
pr ucti e, e p dally wh re farm 
m hanizati n h cut down the num-
ber f agricultural job and wh re pact-
tim farm rand oth r under-employed 
indi idual ar a rulable to take indus-
trial j b. Murray Ohio found many 
f mall farm in awrenc-
had long ught an indu '-
trial u pI menc to their ub- tandard 
farm in me. ith little additional ef-
f rt and by witching t ther typ of 
cr p many of th indi idual 'ere 
able t take on a -hour week in tI -
trial j b and till work the m 
am Unt f Jand chey had pre i !.l ly. 
But what wa en more importam 
n ral Tir and Rubb r say of ir 
rural entucky Jabor force "The e 
c unty p pIe ha en't forg tt n how t 
w rk hard. ' 
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Costs 
ompanie tting up plam in rural 
are have found co tS d cidedly lower 
chan in highly indu trialized centers. 
They ha e exp ri nc ding mainly 
in c t f r land lab r, and reduced 
tax . They are also finding the co t 
of fringe benefit, urilid and general 
plant 0 erhead con iderably lower in 
rural area, Arc nt Fanrus ompany 
ur ey how the a rage h urly age 
of work r in a "typical" mall com-
munity to be about 7 c nt b 10 t.1 
United tate average while a doz n 
year ago the gap was only 32 cem . 
During thi arne peri the study 
note, che h urly wage level of produc-
tion work r in uch cent r ::t' Pitt -
burgh, Buffalo and lAng Ie ha 
climb d much faster than the nation-
ide a rag. In PittSburgh for exam-
pI h urly pay tand 5 cent ab ve 
the United tate a erage' in 19 9 it 
w nly 19 cents higher. 
Th disparity berween wage rate in 
metr litan center and rural ar a 
in me ca e i coming to mean th 
difference berween an indu trial firm 
taying ali e or being forced t clo e 
it dr. Murray Ohio w faced 
with the fierce competition of e er in-
crea ing f reign imp ct f bicycle. 
Inte rior of a typical Utah apparel plant 
e had to mo e to a ch aper labor 
area or go OUt of busine .. a urray 
official ay. 
lower land co tS our ide metropoli-
tan cide are al a alient feature of 
chi equation. urvey ho a 10-acr 
industrial site co t about 1 million 
in metropolitan ork. Compar-
able I ation in 10 Ang 1 or an 
Fran i co ar nOt far b hind, In con-
tra t 10 acre of good indu trial land 
in the a erage rural out-of-the-way 
tOwn ha ing fewer than 10000 popu-
Imion c t approximately 10 000 to 
1200 . 
A furth r item i the low r co t u -
ually experienced in mall towns for 
plant ite preparation. "In mo t ca e 
a mall t wn i willing - at n extra 
charge - to extend water mains se er 
lin roads and even bus routes to a 
ne faCtory. A c mpany won't gener-
ally get tbat rt of treatment around 
a big city." 
t ElboUJ 1'oom I 
A third faCtor exerting a trong pull 
on industry to mall tOwn away from 
the tribulati n of inten metropoli-
tant exi tence i "elbow r m" - the 
pricele s commodity of pace. Thi 
impli larg plant ite where indu -
trial buildings can be laid out in spa-
cious one-story units which allow far 
more efficiency in production and han-
dling methods. It also implies plenty 
of room for expansion, for employee 
parking, and for material and finished 
goods storage. And it means plant lo-
cations in wide open spaces where rhe 
air is clean and pure, well removed 
from the grimy big city atmosphere 
where air pollution creates unpleasant 
and unhealthful conditions, and even 
adversely affects manufacturing opera-
tions in certain industries. 
Community character 
After satisfying their concern for 
adequate manpower labor tax, utility 
and plant overhead costs and spacious 
plant sites, industries are most con-
cerned with the character of a com-
munity. And here again, smaller com-
munities are providing a bener com-
bination of what both the company 
and its prospective workers are seek-
ing. While it is difficult to pin down 
exactly what the implications of this 
faCtor are, essentially they add up to 
pleasant living conditions - "the good 
life." 
A surprising number of compara-
tively large and prosperous companies 
are "small tOwn oriented," and make a 
point of calling attention to it. This 
identification comes both from firms 
that are now the most important in-
dustry in an out-of-the-way town and 
also from those who think they would 
like to be. 
Fred Wenzel, president of Haw-
thorn Company, who recently an-
nounced a western division of his firm 
would be located in St. George, Utah. 
and whose main plant is located in 
New Haven, Missouri - a town of 
1100 - put it this way: "We believe 
that for our company, small communi-
ties are essential - 5,000 and under 
or approximately that size, gives us a 
community from which we can expect 
maximum cooperation. Here we can 
hire the most qualified people, and in 
a community of this size we are impor-
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tant - and we want to be impOmlOt." 
When the manager of Anderson 
Coach Company first contacted the 
Utah Committee relative to establish-
ing a western produCtion plant, he 
made it clear his firm was nor inter-
ested in Utah towns any larger than 
Logan. "We are the main industry in 
East Tawas, Michigan - a town of 
4,500," he said. "We enjoy the im-
portant role we play in this town's 
economy, and we want to have a com-
parable experience here." Anderson 
Coach located its plant in Logan. 
Pacific Trails, with recent plant lo-
cations in Manti and Richfield, is in 
the process of moving most of irs jack-
et manufacturing facilities from Seattle 
to rural Utah because, "We feel much 
more at home in small Utah towns 
and here we can attract the kind of 
help we want and need." 
For a number of years, through its 
promotional literature, the Utah Com-
mittee on Industrial and Employment 
Planning has been calling the atten-
tion of American industry to the de-
sirable features of locating plants in 
Utah s smaller towns. A section of our 
brochure "Reasons industrial plants lo-
cate in Utah" says, "There is a special 
opportunity in Utah s half a hundred 
communities with populations ranging 
from 2,000 to 7500 for diverse indus-
tries which will add an urgently need-
ed industrial payroll to these largely 
agricultural communities." In these 
towns, we have pointed out, are found 
a "vigorous, earnest, and self-reliant 
people. They will welcome industry 
and give it loyal service. Even small 
plants become important enterprises 
here. The interest, cooperation, and 
boosting of the entire community will 
be important factors in the successful 
operation of plants located in such 
communities, and it can be readily 
claimed by desirable new industries 
choosing to locate here." 
Some rather convincing evidence as 
to the veracity of our opinions in this 
regard was provided during the loca-
tion of the Hawthorn Company. At 
the time both Cedar City and St. 
George were under study by the firm 
for a western manufacturing plant site. 
Mr. Wenzel had this to say after one 
of his visits to southern Utah. "There 
is 100 percent cooperation by both of 
these areas. We were overwhelmed! 
Never have I experienced a greater ef-
fort and cooperation on the parr of any 
community and the desire to do what 
we wanted to attract us." 
When such giants of the American 
industrial roster as General Electric and 
Ford Motor Company join the parade 
to small town plant locations, one can't 
but be impressed with the evidence 
that industrial firms throughout the 
country are finding advantages they 
are seeking in rural communities. 
What does all this mean to the many 
rural Utah towns whose populati n 
and personal income have been declin-
ing in recent years and who can see no 
dramatic change that will rever e this 
trend, at least in the immediare fu-
ture? The Utah Committee on Indus-
rrial and Employment Planning does 
not have a list of large, nationally 
known industrial firms waiting in line 
to locate branch plants in out-of-the-
way Utah towns. Furthermore, we have 
no desire to create false hope among 
communities whose human and mate-
rial resources are so limited and whose 
locations are so isolated they may ne er 
realize growth through the establish-
ment of new outside industry. We have 
no new magical approach to rec m-
mend that small communities may em-
ploy to obtain new industrial payrolls 
for their area. Industry is still diffi-
cult to attract. Competition for new 
plancs is still fierce and will likely 
grow more so as certain areas of the 
country devise new "giveaways I and 
gimmicks as bait to lure elusive new 
payrolls inco their traps. 
We are still geographically rem te 
for some industries. For many prod-
uCts the distance to market centers is 
still great. We have essential raw ma-
terials and semi-finished components 
for some industries, but for others 
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many are not available locally and must 
be shipped in. 
H w ver, despite these and other 
hurdles we belie e that there is more 
reason for many rural Utah commu-
nities to be genuinely optimistic about 
broadening and strengthening their 
economies with desirable new industry 
than ever before. The Utah story is 
being heard throughout the counery. 
Utah's strategic central geographic lo-
cation for di tribution in all directions 
to western United States markets is an 
indu trial a s t of rapidly growing im-
portance. The state's reservoir of 
highly educated easily trained man-
power is a key reason industrialists are 
cho sing Utah locations. Testimony to 
their satisfacti n with Utahns as work-
er after beginning perati ns here is 
abundant. 
Another factor Utah towns can look 
happily toward panicularly the south-
rn ones, is the role shaping up for 
them as a springboard for manufac-
turing and di tribution operations to 
ser e s uthern California and greater 
L Angeles the fastest growing met-
r p litan area in the nation. Metro-
p litan Los Angeles had a 1960 popu-
lati n of seven million, a fourth of all 
the residents in the 11 western states. 
It i currently experiencing a gain in 
population roughly equal to a state the 
ize of Utah every four years and will 
top 12 milli n by 1980. 
For these and other pertinent con-
siderations, we believe that rural com-
munities throughout the state who have 
( 1) a labor supply; (2) the location 
and transportation facilities to make 
distribution feasible; (3) sufficient fi-
nancial resources to assist prospective 
new firms in obtaining industrial sites 
and buildings; and (4) a solid "grass 
roots ' desire to improve their economic 
lot by inducing new industries to lo-
cate in their area, should begin mak-
ing plans accordingly, unless they ha e 
already done so. 
Organizing and planning will nOt 
guarantee a new industrial payroll. But, 
one thing is certain - failing to plan 
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and orgalllze will virtually guarantee 
the community won't land a new plant. 
The first step is to set up an organi-
zation to rep-resent the comm,u1Zity 
which can plan, give long-range con-
tintlity to the local effort, pro ide fi-
nancmg and know-how and, i1~ gen-
eral, to speak for and act in the name 
of all the citizens. The importance of 
formulating an effective organization 
cannot be over-emphasized. When a 
prospective new industry becomes in-
terested in a particular community it 
seeks a reception by a small group of 
influential persons who can speak for 
the area, provide accurate information 
and who can make commitments fi-
nancial and otherwise, for the citizens 
as a whole. Composition of such an or-
ganization or committee need not fol-
low any set pattern so long as it is (1) 
representative of the community and of 
the desires of its citizens; (2) influen-
tial' and (3) dedicated to the beSt in-
terests of the community as a whole. 
The committee provides liaison be-
tween the local community and the 
county-wide development organiza-
tion, in the event there is such a group, 
and with other agencies on state or 
other level which are interested in the 
local area developing and prospering. 
The reception given industrial firm 
representatives on their first visit is 
often the most important aspect of 
the industrial development process. 
For, it is during this initial contact that 
the plant SCOUt determines if he is 
dealing with responsible communi.ty 
leaders who can provide accurate infor· 
mation to a wide array of pertinent 
questions and who can act officially 
for the community should his firm de-
cide to continue negotiations for a local 
plant site. 
Second step for community indus-
trial development action is: Know Y01" 
area. Decisions to locate industrial 
plants are based on economic informa-
tion. From information about a local-
ity come the facts that are put on the 
scales and weighed for or against se-
lection of a particular community for a 
plant site. Information provides the 
basis for making comparisons and con-
trasts among areas vying for a plant. It 
must be faCtual and complete. The site 
seeking industry usually looks to the 
community development committee for 
answers to the many questions it poses. 
Therefore, if an organization has set 
itself up as spokesman for the com-
munity it must gather and have read-
ily a ailable all the basic information 
it can lay its hands on pertaining to 
the immediate and surrounding local-
ity. These basic data should be in writ-
ten form and always within reach. By 
having pertinent information on hand 
local committees can avoid the em-
barrassment that comes from trying 1:0 
scurry around and dig up answers after 
an industrial representative and the 
committee are seated around a dis-
cussion table. 
While certain other specific infor-
mation requests can be expected, gen-
erally industrial firms seeking plant lo-
cations require dara on the following: 
1. History of the area. Industrial 
representatives looking at a specific 10-
eality are invariably interested in study-
ing its histOrical background. This in-
cludes when the area was settled, by 
whom, and the chronology of local in-
dustrial development. 
2. Population and characteristics of 
the labor force. This includes numbers 
of people, their ages sex, places of 
residence, skills training, and occupa-
tional groupings. The committee 
should be able to discuss intelligently 
the types of workers who are surplus to 
the local area, the categories which are 
in short supply. They should be able 
to point to evidence of other measures 
of labor supply such as marginal farm-
ers, under-employed persons, and resi-
dents commuting out of the area to 
industrial jobs in neighboring counties. 
3. Ind11-strial patterns. Probably the 
best evidence a community can pro-
duce to convince a prospective new 
industry that it can operate profitably 
and successfully is the existence of 
(Continued OtJ page 138) 
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MINERAL RESOURCES 
A Basi( Sto(kpile of Wealth 
For Rural Utah 
M . P . NACKOWSKI and A. J. EARDLEY 
THE mineral re ources are the basic stockpile of the material wealth 
of nation ; they determin the eco-
nomic well-being of nation. The var-
ious proce es of manufacturing pyra-
mid thi material wealth. Manufactur-
ing adds utility and alue to the ex-
ploited re ource and effecti ely har-
ne ses their beneficial characteristic 
for use by mankind. 
De eloped mineral resource in Utah 
influence the rural economy benefi-
cially. The most significant contribu-
• 
DR. MATTHEW P. NACKOWSKI is professor 
of mining and geologieal engineering , Uni-
versity of Utah. DR. ARMAND J. EARDLEY 
is dean of the College of Mines and Mineral 
Industries and professor of geology, Uni-
versity of Utah . 
The San 
Francisco 
Chemical 
Company 
Phosphato 
Concentrator 
north of 
Vernal (from 
Utah 
Geological 
Survey 
Bulle tin 71) 
tion are increa e per onal income 
and expanded and impro ed tax ba e. 
The mineral resources are m tly in 
rural area they are aried and widely 
distributed but few are exploited. A 
numb r await technological ad ance 
and fav rable economic environment. 
Mineral re ources include metallics 
nonmetallic, and the hydrocarbon 
mineral fuels and related hydrocarbons. 
All are found in Utah and are impor-
tant to its economy. Most imp reant 
ha e been the metallics. The non-me-
tallics and the hydrocarbon mineral 
fuels de elopmenrs are expanding at 
an increasing rate. 
Three mineral resources maps show 
the location f depo it. Metallic re-
sources are on fig. 1 the non-metallic 
on fig. 2 and the hydrocarbon r -
source which include fuel and relat-
ed indu trial bydrocarb ns ar on 
fig. 3. 
The metallic mineral are generally 
ch racterized by th ir high unit alue 
c mpared to their bulk. Or , c ncen-
trate or metal i tran p rted rea ily 
and economically to distant mark t . 
The exception i ir n which has a r 1-
ati ely low unit alu. Iron is gener-
ally melted, con err d and fabricated 
intO tandardized tructural units n ar 
the upply ource. The e manufactured 
prod ucrs are then tran p rt d 1 nger 
di tances. 
on-metallic mineral Ie urce in-
clude minerals an r k r quir 
largely by the chemi al indu try th 
construction industry and for fertilizer 
in agriculture. The e re UIce gen r-
ally are characterized by 1 w unit alu . 
They require proce ing at r near th if 
rigin and ha e restrict d geographic 
market areas. Excepti n in Utah in-
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b n il and g . uch rransp rrati n 
will bec me increa ingly important in 
future devel pment f the lid hydr -
earb n particularly coal. Although the 
metallic mineral c mmodity uranium 
will b c me increasingly m re imp r-
tant a fuel it i n t here included a 
a mineral fuel. 
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• OIL AND GAS 
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Factors influencing exploitation 
./ 
eral factOrs influence conomic 
de elopmenr f mineral re ources. 
These include an adequate mineral up-
ply it locati n olume of market 
and market price. 
Adequacy of a mineral supply 1 a 
Thtt Mayflower Concentrator, Hecla Mining Company, 
Park City District 
The Texas Gulf Sulfur Company Potash 
Plant near Moab 
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funaion of quantity, quality, and 
amenability to low cost or eco-
nomic produaion and treatment meth-
ods. The location of the mineral su p-
ply accessibility, distance from mar-
ket, and availability of bulk transpor-
tation facilities are important factOrs 
in its development. 
The market requirements must be 
sufficiently large to allow efficient and 
continuous operation of a mineral de-
posit. Limited market will limit de-
velopment. A stable market price and 
a price level that will insure return of 
capital investment and meet all other 
operating costs are necessary. 
Mineral prodttction in Utah 
The tOtal value of mineral produc-
tion in Utah in 1960 was more than 
400 million dollars. Fifteen mineral 
commodities were each valued at more 
than one million dollars (table 1). The 
value of Utah mineral production by 
counties and the mineral produced in 
order of value are listed in table 2. 
Employment and wages in Utah di-
rectly attributed to developed mineral 
resources are summarized in table 3. 
The annual wages are 170,074,653. 
This compares with the tOtal insured 
wages and salaries for Utah of 
967 ;000,000. 
Expected new developments 
New developments or e>:panded ac-
tivity in the metallic mineral are ex-
peaed. In the Tintic district near Eu-
reka, the Bear Creek Mining Company 
has indicated considerable lead-silver 
reserves. Development work is under 
way and exploration efforts will con-
tinue. In the San Francisco district 
near Milford, preliminary exploration 
work for copper is still under way by 
several companies. In the Topaz Moun-
tain district near Delta large reserves 
of beryllium have been delineated. 
These await technological advances in 
beneficiation and more particularly in 
beryllium metal manufaCtUring. With 
these advances, the market demand will 
expand. Ten years may be required be-
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Table 1. Mineral production in Utah 
Mineral 
Asphalt and related bitumens, native: gilsonite-short tons ........... . 
Carbon dioxide, natural- thousands cubic ft . ....................................... . 
Clays-thousand short tons ................................................................. . 
Coal-thousands short tons ................................................................... . 
Copper (recoverable content of ore-s)-short tons .............................. .. 
Fluonpar-short tons ............................................................................... . 
Gem stones ............................................................................................. . 
Gold (recove-rable content of ores)-troy ounces ................................ .. 
Iron ore (usable)-thousand long tons, gross weight ........................ .. 
Lead (recoverable content of ores)-short tons .................................. .. 
Ume-thousand short tons .................................... ................................ .. 
Manganese ore and concentrate (35 percent or more Mn)-
short tons, gross we-ight ................................................................ .. 
Natural gas-million cubic feet ............................................................. . 
Petroleum (crude)- thousand 42-gallon barrels .................................. .. 
Pumice-thousand short tons ........................................ .. .......... .... ......... . 
Salt-thousand short tons ......... ............... ............................. ................ . 
Sand and gravel-thousand short tons ................................................ .. 
Silver (recoverable content of ores)-thousand troy ounces ............... . 
Stone-thousand short tons .................................................................. .. 
Uranium ore-short tons ....................................................................... . 
Vanadium-short tons .............. ........ ....................................................... . 
Zinc (recoverable conte-nt of ores)-short tons ........................ .. .......... .. 
Value of items that cannot be disclosed: 8arite, cement, 
clays (kaolin), gypsum, molybdenum, natural gas liquids, 
perlite, phosphate rock, potassium salts, pyrites ............. .. ......... .. 
Total Utah .......................... ............................................ ......... . 
Source: Minerals Yearbook, 1960 
Quantity 
383,037 
60,425 
143 
4,955 
218,049 
1,912 
368,255 
3,334 
39,398 
127 
51 ,040 
37,599 
60 
231 
6,848 
4,783 
1,837 
1,089,757 
462 
35,476 
Value-
(thousand 
dollars) 
$ 10,020 
4 
416 
31,458 
139,987 
51 
72 
12,889 
23,862 
9,219 
2,672 
9,187 
103,021 
134 
3,092 
6,182 
4,329 
3,087 
27,843 
9,153 
36,047 
$431 ,396 
fore these deposits are exploited to 
their fullest potential. In the Park City 
distria, the Hecla Mining Company 
has invested capital in the Mayflower 
Mine. Considerable development work 
has been completed. A concentrator 
has been constructed to treat mined 
ore. The production of gold, silver 
lead, zinc, and copper will be increased 
substantially and will help revitalize 
the area. 
tion capacity is about 200,000 tons 
each year. The concentrates are trucked 
to the Salt Lake area for processing. 
About sixty workers and staff member 
are employed at the mine. The opera-
tion probably generates for each com-
pany employee ab ut five service job 
in the area. 
Significant developments in the pro-
duction of non-metallic mineral re-
sources are expected for phosphate 
pOtash and salt. Phosphate production 
in Utah will increase gradually. The 
most important plants will be in the 
Vernal area where the phosphate rock 
is of fair grade and minable by 
quarrying. 
The San Francisco Chemical Com-
pany has completed the first unit of its 
phosphate development complex north 
of Vernal. Six such units are planned 
with an eventual capacity of more than 
one million tOns of acid grade concen-
trates per year. The present produc-
Other phosphate ccurrences are I -
cated in mountain ranges in the norrh-
western quarter f Utah. The ar a ex-
tends west and norrh of Tintic. These 
deposits are low-grade and will prob-
ably not be exploited during the next 
decade or two. 
Potash production in Utah will ex-
pand several fold within the next year. 
The largest expansion will occur in the 
southeastern part of the state near 
Moab, where presently the Texas Gulf 
Sulfur Company is completing an un-
derground and surface plant for mining 
and processing potash. The construc-
tion of surface faci lities and mining 
development are approximately 85 per-
cent completed . . Estimated date for 
commencing operations will be April 
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r May 1963. 
The beginning estimated annual Out-
PUt will be approximately 550,000 
ton. The tOtal estimated annual out-
put will approximate 1.7 million tons. 
The number of employees at the mine 
and mill at the beginning of opera-
tion will range from 25 to 100 and 
may increase to 300. This potash op-
ration will generate nearly three addi-
ti nal j bs in the area for each em-
pI y e in the mine and processing 
plant. 
Pota h re urces in the southeastern 
Utah area are extensi e. S vera! large 
c rnpani s h Id potash leases here. 
Within a decade or tWO the area will 
probably bast more than one potash 
operation. 
P ta h pr duction from brine near 
Wendo er will continue. Here produc-
tion expansion is also antcipated in the 
near future. 
Solar alt production from Great 
alr lak will expand to meet in-
creased demand of the chemical in-
dustry in the northwestern states and 
al t replace lost production capacity 
in the San Francisco, California, region. 
The Utah Salt Company completed 
a new 250,000 plant east of Wen-
dover and produces salt mineral, and 
protein blocks for range livestock feed-
ing. The new product will allow the 
livestock raiser to offer his stock all 
three feed items at the same time. Salt 
is harvested from the evaporating 
ponds of B nneville, ltd. 
The hydrocarbon mineral fuels pro-
duction 'will hold at its present sub-
stantial level or expand. Oil and gas 
devel pments will be most significant 
particularly in the Uinta Basin and 
ou theastern Utah. Coal production 
will probably increase considerably. 
Expanded production will be prin-
cipally in Carbon County, but the 
s uthern Utah fields will likely come 
into vigorous production. The coal 
will probably be transporred by pipe-
line to power plants located at sites 
where water is a ailable and adjacent 
to trunk high volcage transmission 
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Table 2. Value of mineral production in Utah, by counties 
County 19&0 
Beaver ... ........... ...... $ 156,164 
Box Elder ...... ........ 607,470 
Cache . ..... ....... ....... 512,545 
Carbon .................. 25,903,362 
Daggett ....... .......... . 
Davis ................ ..... . 
Duchesne .......... ..... . 
Emery ................... . 
Garfield ............... . 
Grand .................. .. 
Iron ...................... . 
Juab .................... .. 
Kane ..................... . 
Millard ................ .. 
1,129,242 
293,000 
442,881 
8,784,173 
175,650 
1,176,689 
24,141 ,028 
1,545,568 
8,082 
149,779 
Morgan .................. 7,117,922 
Piute ...................... 313,144 
Rich .. ...................... 2,235,102 
Salt Lake ...... .. ...... 188,507,913 
San Juan ................ 121 ,937,967 
Sanpete ................. . 
Sevier ................... . 
Summit .... ............ .. 
Tooele .................. .. 
Uintah .................. .. 
Utah .. ................. . 
Wasatch .............. .. 
Washington .. ......... . 
Wayne ................ .. 
Weber ................... . 
Undistributed ..... .. . 
138,482 
1,333,843 
4,756,976 
6,095,561 
26,879,151 
1,928,367 
2,439,739 
92,854 
5,593 
586,008 
3,329,978 
Total ... ................... $431 ,396,000 
Source : Minerals Yearbook, 1960 
Minerals produced in 1960 in order of value 
Uranium ore, zinc, pumice, copper, perlite, sand and gravel, 
lead, silver, gold, gem stones, barite 
Sand and gravel, salt, gem stones 
Sand and gravel, stone 
Coal, natural gas, sand and gravel, carbon dioxide, gem 
stones 
Sand and gravel, natural gas, stone, natural gasoline 
Sand and gravel 
Gilsonite, petroleum, sand and gravel 
Coal, uranium ore, sand and gravel, stone, natural gas, 
gem stones 
Uranium ore, gem stones, clays, coal, sand and gravel 
Uranium are, natural gas, petroleum, sand and gravel, 
gem stones 
Iron ore, coal, stone, sand and gravel 
Clays, uranium ore, lead, fluorspar, zinc, stone, gem stones, 
barite, sand and gravel, silver, gold, copper 
Coal, gem stones 
Pumice, sand and gravel, gem stones, zinc, copper, gold, 
lead, silver 
Cement, stone, sand and gravel, clays, lead, silver, zinc 
Uranium ore, zinc, silver, copper, gold, lead, gem stones 
Phosphate rock, sand and gravel 
Copper, molybdenum, gold, lead, zinc, silver, salt, sand 
and gravel, cement, lime, stone, pyrites, gem stones, 
uranium ore 
Petroleum, uranium ore, lP gases, natural gas, natural gaso-
line, copper, sand and gravel, stone, silver, zinc, 
gold, lead 
Sand and gravel, salt, natural gas, clays 
Gypsum, coal, clays, sand and gravel, salt, stone, uranium 
ore, gem stones 
Zinc, lead, silver, sand and gravel, copper, coal, gold, clays, 
stone, gem stones 
Lime, potassium salts, salt, stone, clays, sand and gravel, 
zinc, lead, gem stones, silve r, copper, gold, barite 
Petroleum, gilsonite, natural gas, natural gasoline, stone, 
sand and gravel 
Stone, sand and gravel, lime, clays, gold, silver, copper, 
gem stones, lead, zinc 
Lead, zinc, silver, gold, copper, stone, sand and gravel 
Copper, stone, sand and gravel, petroleum, gem stones, 
zinc, lead, silver 
Gem stones, uranium ore, copper, lead, silver 
Sand (lnd gravel, clays 
lines. Water supply may be a critical 
consideration. Continued production 
expansion is expected for the next 
twenty or fifty years. 
coke will supply the electric furnace 
industry of the western states. Pro-
duction is anticipated to increase as 
phosphorus production expands. The 
plant site has not been determined. Exploitation of oil shale and tar sand 
reserves may wait a few years but con-
siderable interest exists in them. 
Increased coal production will sup-
ply new electric power plants, coke 
plants, ammonia plants, and chemical 
plants producing principally plastics 
for construction purposes as well as by-
products. Coke production from Utah 
coal is planned by U. S. Smelcing Re-
fining, and Mining Company. The 
These projected mineral resource de-
velopments represent large capital ex-
penditures. Many more smaller devel-
opments will occur which will increase 
personal income significantly in rural 
areas. 
The labor force for new mineral de-
velopments will be recruited from a 
radius up to 100 miles from the oper-
(Continlled on page 13 7) 
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T H strategic 1 ati n f rah in r -larion to tran oncinental high-
way and we rern park r ur enable 
rhe rare r int rc pr large numb r of 
touring American. nique combina-
ti n of hi r ry anchr p 1 gy ad geo-
logic ab traCtion cr ate iruations r-
king the acationi t ' intere t. Ther 
IS ide pr ad recognition that r uea-
tion may 11 b tah' prime narural 
re urce and the cationi t the prime 
econ mic a et. T a tate who e agri-
culrure i hard pr ed by limited oil 
re urc and lack f water and wh 
indu try face riff con mic hurdle 
br ught ab ur by high tran porration 
c t tOuri m bec me a alu ble al-
tern ti e in broadening local economic 
ba nf rrunately many Utah c m-
mUOlt1 ha e n t ucce fully been 
able to realize ignificant benefit from 
the passing tOuri t. It i reported that 
o percent of all th t uri t tra e1ing 
to Utah came to vi it the state' Out-
door attraction. Howe er aIr Lake 
City i the esrabli hed primary de ri-
narion for a third f the people. It is the 
most popular attraction in the state. 
The Ogden-Salt Lake City metr poli-
ran area forms the hub of a radiating 
transportation sy tem for the entire In-
termountain region. 
The riginal detachments of 11or-
mon pi n er mo ed out along the 
arne r ure which re s heavily tra -
e1ed t ay. They quickly occupied th 
• 
S. ROSS TOCHER is associate professor and 
FRANK W. KEARNS, assistant professor of 
forest management. 
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c I 
H o I 
The state offers unique combinations of scenery, 
geology, anthropology, and histo y 
S. ROSS TOCHER and FRANK W . KEARNS 
T 
land n ar any n ntran thr u hout 
rh r at B in. From h r the or-
f cri outd r recreati n ro me [ 
m n 1 ader nt mall c 1 ni up th 
drain g and inco th interi r alley. 
H owe r the maj rity of rh de rt 
and m untain land in th tar wa 
ne er cupied. enrually f der 1 
wirhdrawal and r er arion r trict-
d rhe cran fer of land into pri at 
owner hip' 73 P rcent of Urah re-
m in under the juri diction f agen-
cie of the federal g rnment. Al-
though Utah h rhe p t ntial f r our-
d r recr arion that i the en y f m r 
rates ther remain uncapped pp r-
runity for further de lopment f ef-
t uri t de ire . 
Recreation land ownership stattlS 
The For t 
fore tara 
princip 1 
reh th 
The visitor is anxious to see and understand the new areas he visits 
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Utah at the present time has only three dude ranch 
operations in contrast to numerous such developments 
in neighboring states 
There exists along Utah highways opportunity for 
camps with special services for tourists 
The forest camp areas and the delight of 
high alpine scenery are far removed from 
the major Utah highways 
local communities should work cooperatively with the 
Utah Tourist and Publicity Council to develop and advertise 
local features of unique interest to tourists 
Only 12 percent of Utah's visitors 
indicate a desire to hunt and fish 
Ninety percent of the visitors using 
roadside stops in logan Canyon 
possessed camera equipment 
a common comment of vacationists 
that Utah's timber consists entirely of 
sagebrush and juniper. Only when the 
tourist departs from the main highway 
does he enter · the delightful forest 
camps of the Utah mountains. 
Utah has two national parks. In con-
trast to the national forests, the na-
tional parks are located in Utah's can-
yon country. These specific attractions 
are so outstanding that spur-highway 
connections have been constructed to 
them. However, they are not located 
near the transcontinental routes and 
consequently visits to them involve 
considerable driving. Particularly is this 
true of Utah's eight national monu-
ments. 
The Bureau of Land Management 
administers the largest part of Utah. 
Approximately 25,000000 acres are 
under its jurisdiction. Included are 
some of the state's most outstanding 
scenic geologic, archeologic, and his-
toric sites. At the present the bureau 
does not have an established recrea-
tion program. The majority of the rec-
reation attractions are known only 10· 
cally with little tOurist information or 
services available. 
Bureau of Reclamation projects such 
as Glen Canyon and Flaming Gorge are 
creating major national recreation areas 
where heretofore there was little inter-
est. These reclamation projects will 
undoubtedly be managed by the Na-
tional Park Service, the U. S. Forest 
Service, or the Utah State Park and 
Recreation Commission after their 
completion. 
One unique attraction in this dry 
desert basin is the U. S. Fish and Wild-
life Bear Ri er Migratory Bird Refuge 
near Brigham City. This is the larg-
est bird refuge of its kind in the world 
and draws numerous visitOrs annually 
to tour the dikes and marsh areas to ob-
serve the shore bird life. 
Utah State Park and Recreation 
Commission is a relati ely young or-
ganization. However tOday there are 
within this system some fourteen units. 
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These are areas at Bear Lake, Hyrum 
Reservoir, Pi ute Reservoir, Palisade 
Reservoir, Stagecoach Inn, Camp 
Floyd, Brigham Young home Jacob 
Hamblin home, Vernal Field House of 
Natural History Pioneer State Park, 
Green River, Dixie State Park, Dead-
horse Point and Newspaper Rock. Sev-
eral of these are of historical interest 
and originated with the early pioneer 
development. Consequently, they are 
located directly along present-day tour-
ist routes. These provide exceptionally 
convenient and interesting tOurist stOps. 
The state is also developing resource 
oriented parks similar to those of the 
National Park Service and these are 
located great distances from normal 
tOurist travel routes. The state through 
its State Land Board retains title to 
state school sections and other land 
parcels distributed through the state. 
Many of these lands are inherently po-
tential recreation sites but to date little 
development has occurred. 
Recreational visits 
Just how popular recreation and 
tourism are in the state can be illus-
trated by the recreation visit statistics. 
The annual visits to the two national 
parks and eight national monuments 
within the state are shown for selected 
years in table 1. The 1.5 million visits 
in 1961 represent a 440 percent in-
crease from the 299,000 visits in 1940. 
Table 1 Utah national parks and monuments, 
annual visits 
National parks 1940 
Zion ... ........................... 165 
Bryce Canyon ............ 103 
National monuments 
Dinosaur ...................... 2 
Capitol Reef ........ ....... . 
Timpanogos Cave- ........ 12 
Cedar Breaks .............. 16 
Arches ..............•........... 
Natural Bridges ........ .. 
Hov'enweep ..... ............ . 
Rainbow Bridge ......... . 
TOTALS ............ .... 299 
1950 
1,000 visits 
323 
213 
15 
2 
65 
37 
1961 
605 
265 
167 
137 
118 
117 
91 
8 
3 
2 
655 1,513 
*Less than one thousand visitors . 
This indicates the trend in recre tional 
travel in Utah. 
Even more significant are the t tal 
recreational visits of all types to the 
seven national fore ts in the stat . The 
tOtal isits are far greater than tho e 
for the national parks and even the 
percentage increase ver the past fif-
teen year period exceeds that of the 
parks (table 2). In 1945 there " ere 
Table 2 Utah national forests - recreational 
visits 
Forest 1945 1950 1955 1961 
1,000 visits 
Ashley .......................... 52 124 108 222 
Cache ....................... 627 878 1,061 1,295 
Dixie ... .......... .......... 36 94 94 502 
Fishlake ... .......... . 80 178 263 372 
Manti· LaSal ........ 30 64 142 186 
Uinta ....................... 85 197 618 1,720 
Wa satch . ................. 406 1,436 t,627 2,841 
TOTALS .... 1,317 2,973 3,916 7,142 
1.3 million recreational visits but by 
1961 this tOtal exceeded 7 million. Al-
though some of this increase might 
possibly be attributed to improved 
methods of counting of visirors, still, 
there has been at least a five-fold in-
crease in recreational use of Utah's na-
tional forests over the past sixteen 
years. 
There are no accurate statistics of use 
of the state parks in Utah, but esti-
mates place this at over one-half mil-
lion visits in 1961 and predictions are 
that this use will increase by 25 per-
cent in 1962. 
The Utah State Department of 
Highways in cooperation with the U. S. 
Bureau of Public Roads conducted a 
study on tOurism within the state in 
1959. Their publicati n, Utah tOJirist 
st'ud'Y, 1960, points out some interest-
ing facts. First of all Utah ha ab ut 
34 000 miles of r ads and streets, 
which is a prime facror contributing 
to tourism. Almost two-third of the 
rotal are country roads and city y-
tems, but over 10000 miles are federal 
highways and about 5 000 mile state 
highways. 
Passenger cars traveled abOUt 3.6 bil-
lion miles over these roads in 1959, 
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and of this tOtal, the out-of-state mo-
toring tOurist traveled 682 million 
miles about 25 percent of the tOtal 
travel. 
Some 1.5 million out-of-state cars 
tOured the state representing a tOtal 
out-of-state tourist count of some four 
million people. The average tourist 
traveled 455 miles in Utah. 
Utah tOtf,rist characteristics 
A 1957 pilot study by the Univer-
sity of Utah Bureau of Economic and 
Business Research gave the first basic 
data concerning characteristics of the 
tOurist who visits Utah. In this study 
inter iews were taken at sixteen loca-
tions throughout the state. A 1962 
pilot tudy by Utah State University 
endea ored to obtain additional infor-
mation about the characteristics of visi-
tOrs u ing the roadside rest StOps in Lo-
gan Canyon. The results of both these 
pil t studies indicate characteristics of 
the visitOr which we must know if we 
are to plan effectively. There are three 
general chracteristics which have a 
baring on this analysis. These are (1) 
his de ires for comfort (2) his desire 
to see and learn new things, and (3) 
his altered spending habits. 
The Uni ersity of Utah 's study and 
the study of the Utah State Department 
of Highways indicate 70 percent of 
th se i it rs stay in motels or hotels. 
T many f these persons the physical 
di comfort of camping out prompts 
rather large expenditures for indoor ac-
c mm ations. Others ager for the 
timulati n of a change of environ-
menc ama s camping equipment of all 
de cripti ns in an effort to ameliorate 
the unpl asanmes of the camping ex-
peri nc. The report Otttdoor recrea-
tion for America, states 1.5 billion 
wa penc for item related to out-
d r recreati n in 1959. The Utah 
tate Univer ity's study repeatedly re-
corded the sencimenc of isitors who 
spenc tW nights in a public forest camp 
and f Howed by the third e ening in 
a motel t show r and clean up. Com-
f rtable trailers and campers are now 
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making up about 10 percent of the 
public camp use. There is no doubt that 
the urbanized citizen is conditioned 
to comfort. 
The visitOr characteristics studies 
also give evidence that the tOuriSt is 
looking for different experiences trav-
eling than he does at ocher times. Even 
though a high percentage of Ameri-
cans enjoy and demand activities such 
as hunting and fishing, boating, water 
skiing, and winter sports, when they 
are on vacation these same people ex-
press a preference to do ocher more 
passive things. National statistics in-
dicate sight-seeing is participated in by 
61 percent of the population. The Uni-
versity of Utah's report indicates 98.6 
percent of the Utah tourists enjoyed 
sight-seeing. In Logan Canyon each 
roadside rest stop continually attracted 
between 11 and 14 percent of the to-
tal cars traveling the highway each day. 
There is no doubt that the visitor is 
eager to see new sights and to learn 
about places he visits. For this reason 
interpretive information concerning 
human and natural history contributes 
greatly to the satisfactions gained from 
touring. 
The intellectual level of the vaca-
tioner is somewhat higber than fre-
quently depicted. Half the persons who 
stopped at the Logan Canyon roadside 
sites indicated they were college grad-
uates. These individuals have a high 
level of natural curiosity and are 
anxious to learn as much about an area 
as possible. The University of Utah 
scudy indicates 73.3 percent of the 
tOurists enjoy visiting historical places 
and an equal percencage enjoy taking 
pictures. In Logan Canyon vircually 
everyone pulling into the roadside 
stops reads the incerpretive signs. More 
than 90 percent of the cars contacted 
at the Bear Lake 0 erlook were in pos-
session of camera equipment. In con-
trast the University of Utah report in-
dicates 41 percent of the tourists dis-
closed they were not even incerested in 
huncing or fishing. Only 12 percent 
said they enjoyed these two sports. The 
lack of popularity of ocher vigorous 
activities is even more striking. There 
is no doubt but that the tOurist prefers 
to see, listen, learn, and photograph. 
There is also good evidence that the 
tourist has an altered sense of money 
value in contrast to that which governs 
his actions at home. Spending money 
is an essential delight of the vacation 
experience. The 1960 Utah tourist 
study indicates tourist expenditures of 
about 14 per day. The University of 
Utah report indicates daily expendi-
tures of 23.18 per day per group. 
Two-thirds of this was for food and 
lodging. When on the road most 
vacationists choose the best. This is an 
essential part of the vacation ex-
perience. 
opportunities for recreation 
development 
Opportunities for increasing the eco-
nomic benefits from tourism are de-
pendent upon three criteria. They are: 
1. Increased number of tourists. 
2. Increased length of stay of the 
tourist party. 
3. Distribution of the tourist load 
more uniformly throughout the 
recreation areas of the state. 
Projections indicate tourist numbers 
will increase substancially in the fu-
cure. Federal and state agencies are 
basing their long-range recreation de-
velopment plans upon these projec-
tions. Utah can expect that all man-
agement agencies within the state will 
have a stepped-up recreation program. 
There are current proposals for increas-
ing the number of national parks and 
monuments. The Forest Service is mov-
ing ahead with new recreation site de-
velopmencs throughout all the seven 
national forests. The State Park and 
Recreation Commission has listed 106 
pOtential park sites, which are at pres-
ent located on Bureau of Land Manage-
ment state and private land. The Bu-
reau of Land Management is currently 
conducting preliminary surveys of 
o erlook sites in the canyon lands areas. 
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Most of these planned site locations 
are removed from the major tOurist 
highways. 
There is, therefore, a real oPPOrtU-
nity for recreational developmeht by 
private enterprise along Utah's major 
highways. These highways and the en-
trances and exits of out-of-state tOur-
ists are shown in table 3. For exam-
ple, U. S. Highway 91 carries a load of 
279,000 tourists entering and 250,000 
exiting at the Arizona line. At its 
northern terminal at the Idaho line, 
150,000 enter and 135,000 exit. This 
makes it the most traveled route in 
Utah. However, an inventory of over-
night campgrounds indicates only 18 
within 10 miles of this highway. The 
average daily flow of out-ot-state traf-
fic is 1346 vehicles per day. Even if 
only 12 percent of the tourists desire 
to camp, the 18 campgrounds will nOt 
provide adequate space. Highway 40 
which is the third most traveled route 
in the state, has only one camp ad-
jacent to the highway between Rabbit 
Ears Pass, Colorado, and the Califor-
nia-Nevada state line in the Sierra-Ne-
vada Mountains. There is no doubt that 
present campground development 
along the major tourist routes is insuf-
ficient for convenience of the public. 
This situation presents the beSt op-
portunity for recreational development 
by private individuals or community 
groups. A current study by Utah State 
University indicates that only Iron and 
Kane Counties operate campgrounds 
suitable for overnight tOurist use. Fif-
teen small Utah communities have 
either camp or picnic facilities avail-
RURAl UTAH 
(Continued from page 93 ) 
of the labor force was not high but was 
higher in the rural than urban areas. 
It was higher for females than for 
males in all four areas. Among the 
14 rural counties, male unemployment 
ranged from 1.3 to 14.9 percent while 
for females it was from none to 18.5 
percent. High unemployment of males 
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Table 3 Traffic flow of out-of-state passen-
ger can - 1959 
Highway Entrance- Exit 
US 40 - Nevada line 196,000 196,000 
US 91 - Idaho line 152,000 135,000 
US 30 S - Wyoming line 201 ,000 231,000 
US 40 - Colorado line 137,000 137,000 
US 89 - Arizona line 73,000 88,000 
US 91 - Arizona line 279,000 250,000 
US 89 - Idaho line 80,000 56,000 
US 6 - Nevada line 43,000 32,000 
US 30 S - Idaho line 105,000 114,000 
US 191 - Idaho line 75,000 99,000 
US 6 - Colorado line 123,000 108,000 
US 160 - Colorado line 36,000 54,000 
TOTAL 1,500,000 1,500,000 
able for use by tOurists. The USDA 
publication, Forest recreation for 
profitl indicates campground develop-
ment offers the widest margin of op-
portunity for private investment. If 
the rural communities of Utah are to 
realize economic benefits from tOurism, 
they must provide, in addition to a 
camp site itself, special services be-
yond those normally provided in pub-
lic agency camp areas. There is ample 
justification for this recommendation 
based upon the tourist characteristic of 
the desire for comfOrt and convenience. 
If an extensive network of well-serv-
iced campgrounds existed along Utah's 
major highways, a large number of the 
out-of-state tOurists would be prone to 
stay additional nights in the state. The 
Utah Tourist and Publicity Council 
indicates the average tOurist spends 
2.2 days and 2.3 nights in Utah for a 
value to the state's economy of 90 
million dollars annually. If the tOur-
ist average stay was increased an addi-
tional night, there would be 30 mil-
was not always associated with high 
unemployment of females within a 
county. 
It is to be expected that in the less 
densely populated areas a larger per-
centage of the labor force would be 
engaged in agriculture than in the 
densely populated areas. The percent-
age declined consistently from 26.4 in 
the rural counties to 2.6 in the urban 
lion dollars additional expenditure 
annually. 
Because the larger percentage of 
travelers do not desire to camp Out 
there exists now an opportunity for 
guest ranches lodges and resort camps. 
At the present time there are only 31 
such developments in the state. Utah's 
superlative scenic offerings are ideally 
suited to the guest ranch r resort op-
portunity. There are only three dude 
ranches in Utah in contrast to numer-
ous such ranches in all the neighboring 
states. The Utah State Department .f 
Fish and Game publication, Utah hunt-
ingl fishing, explO1'im.g, and sightseemg 
guide, lists 54 such guide services 
available. 
The recreational endeavors of rural 
Utah, however, must go substantially 
beyond the effores of the private indi-
vidual. To attract and hold the tour-
ist trade effectively the entire commu-
nity must be tourist oriented. Every 
community in Utah possesses unique 
and interesting features of history, 
archeology, geology, and vegetation and 
animal life which would attract the 
curiosity of the out-of-stater. It is the 
responsibility of local community 
groups working cooperatively with the 
Utah Tourist and Publicity Council to 
develop these points of tourist interest. 
It is difficult for any private operator 
to control and make a profit on such 
features. However, these items are the 
substance of an attractive tOurist local-
ity. The characteristics of the touring 
public are such that the unusual and 
rare and interesting features increase 
tourist satisfactions substantially. 
counties (fig. 2) . In the urban coun-
ties the percentage of total workers 
employed in manufacturing, trade and 
services was relatively high and rela-
tively low in mining and agriculture. 
In the rural areas after agriculture, em-
ployment was highest in construction. 
It was relatively high also in mining 
and transportation, communications, 
and utilities. Although lowest of the 
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four areas a surprisingly large portion of 
the employees were engaged in services, 
trade, and manufacturing. Perhaps most 
surprising of all is that only 26 of 100 
workers in the rural area are depend-
ent upon agriculture for their Ii e-
lih od. 
The tOtal employed workers in-
creased by 14 percent between 1940 
and 1960 in the rural counties and 
133 percent in the urban counties. 
However, in agriculture, forestry, and 
fisheries there was a decrease of 42 
percent in the 14 rural counties and 
32 percent in the 4 urban counties. In 
all Other occupational groups (fig. 2) 
there were increases in both areas. All 
occupations did not, however, increase 
at the same rate. The rates of increase 
for each group, with the rural counties 
given first are: mining 25-31; construc-
tion 135-283; manufacturing 103-198; 
transportation 53-5 7; trade 84-111; 
finance 200-173' services 49-175; and 
public administration 133-366. The 
changes in number of workers in the 
several occupations and in total in the 
twO intermediate groups of counties 
make a consistent pattern between the 
two extremes. 
Income 
For the year 1959 the median family 
income in Utah was 5,328 compared 
with 2,862 in 1949. These amounts 
include the income to all members of 
a family. Not all of the increase of 
2,466 between 1949 and 1959 was 
real income. About 20 percent was in-
flation or price increases only. There 
was also a large variation in the level 
of incomes as well as the amount of 
gains. In comparing these data it 
should be remembered that farm prod-
ucts consumed on the farm where pro-
duced and farm house rental are not 
included as income. 
In 1959 the median incomes in the 
4 areas ranged from 4,689 in the rural 
area, to 6,166 in the urban area. The 
other areas ranged in between in line 
WIth the degree of urbanization. The 
difference of 1,477 between the low-
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Table 2. Selected characteristics of the labor force in countiH g rouped by degree of 
urbanization - Utah, 1960 
Item Ru ra l Semi-rural Se mi-urban Urban 
Number in labor force 1960: 
Males ....... ..... ........ .... .......... .... ......... ... ...... ... 16,330.0 19,901.0 21 ,131.0 167,135.0 
Fetna les........................................ ... ............ 5,294.0 6,808.0 7,728.0 74,273.0 
Total ................................... ........ ....... 21,624.0 26,709.0 28,859.0 241 ,408.0 
Percent of total labor force ...... .......................... . 
Male ........... ......................... .. ......... ... ....... ... . 
Fe male ....................................... ...... .. ......... . 
Percent of population over 14 in labor force: 
Males ................... ... ..... ............... .. .............. . 
Fetna les .... ........ ........ .. ..... ........................... . 
Percent of women in the labor force w ith 
own children unde r 6 years of age ............... . 
Number unemployed: 
Males .......... ........................................ · .... ··· · 
Females ....... .......................... ................ ·· .. .. 
Percent unemployed : 
Males ......... ........ ..... .......... ........... . · .. ·········· .. 
Females ............................................. ......... . 
est and highest incomes may have been 
offset in parr by proportionately more 
food and shelter provided in the more 
rural area. It should be remembered, 
however, that in the rural counties only 
19 percent of the population, (and by 
inference about the same percentage of 
the families) are farm people or fami-
lies. Rural families also have some ex-
penses that are larger than urban 
families. 
In addition to median incomes the 
census also gives the number of fami-
lies with incomes falling within speci-
fied ranges (fig. 3) . In general the 
data show that the percent of families 
with incomes of less than 2,000 is 
highest in the rural areas and the per-
cents with highest incomes are greatest 
in the urban counties. All areas, how-
ever, have some families with incomes 
below the amount necessary for satis-
factory family living. 
On the basis of current dollar in-
comes there was a decrease from 40.6 
to 17.1 percent of the rural families 
with incomes of less than 2,000, but 
an even greater increase of 9.6 to 43.4 
with incomes of 5,000 or more in the 
rural areas. Similar trends took place 
in each of the other areas. Nearly 40 
percent of all families in the 4 urban 
6.8 
75 .5 
24.5 
77.5 
25.4 
19.0 
795.0 
417.0 
4.9 
7.9 
8 .4 
74.5 
25.5 
79.1 
27.5 
16.8 
1099.0 
442.0 
5.5 
6.5 
9.1 75.7 
73.2 69.2 
.26.8 30.8 
78.4 80.2 
29.8 34.0 
18.9 17.7 
672.0 6104.0 
447.0 3075.0 
3.2 3.7 
5 .8 4.1 
counties had incomes of 7,000 or 
more in 1959. 
The available data do not permit a 
real comparison of the incomes of farm 
and nonfarm families within or among 
the different areas. It is possible, how-
ever, from census data to compare gross 
sales of farm produce. 
In 1960 the total cash receipts from 
the sale of farm produ~ts averaged 
8,741 per farm. The rang~ was from 
a high of 9,971 in the semi-rural 
counties to a low of 8,072 in the ur-
ban counties. The rural counties were 
second highest with 8,738. The four 
areas occupied the same positions in 
1949 though the level was consider-
ably lower, ranging from 4,396 to 
6,322 per farm. 1"h:e percentage in-
crease between 1949 and 1959 was 
largest, 84 percent, in the urban area 
and lowest, 49 percent, in the rural 
counties. A second significant change 
during the period was that proportion-
ately more of the receipts were from 
the sale of livestock and livestock prod-
ucts and less from the sale of crops. 
In 1959, the percentage from livestock 
was 86 in the rural area and 72 percent 
in the urban counties, while in 1949 it 
was 79 and 68 percent, respectively. 
The above statistics include all 
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farms, many of which are not the only, 
or even the major source of income of 
the farm family. These figures have 
limited usefulness as they are gross re-
ceipts with no deductions for expenses 
of operations. Complete expenses are 
not available and no attempt is made 
to calculate a net income. The limita-
tions of even the gross figures are evi-
dent, however, when we consider that 
in 1959 57 percent of all farm fami-
lies in the urban counties had incomes 
from nonfarm sources that exceeded 
the receipts from the sale of farm 
products. In the rural counties 41 per-
cent and in the other areas 45 percent 
of the farm families had incomes from 
other sources exceeding farm sales. In 
all areas the trend is toward less de-
pendence of farm families on their 
farms for their income. 
If the part-time part-retirement and 
institutional farms are omitted, and 
these amount to from 48 percent in the 
urban area to 33 percent in the rural 
area, there remains a significant num-
ber of farms with gross incomes tOO 
small to provide a reasonable return to 
farm labor. If it is assumed that gross 
sales of 10 000 or more are needed 
to provide a net income of a satisfac-
tory amount, then 65 petcent of the 
farm families in the rural area had 
inadequate incomes. At the other ex-
treme 6 percent had gross sales in ex-
cess of 40,000 9 percent from 
, 20,000- 39999, and 20 percent be-
tween 10,000 and 19,999. Net re-
turns are not always proportional to 
gross returns but with high gross re-
turns there is a better chance for the 
PUBLIC SERVICES 
( Contintted from page 97) 
Combined cost of all pttbUe services 
high in Nvral counties 
Although the cost per person of 
services provided by city governments 
was lowest in small communities, when 
county governments, school districts, 
and other special districts (soil conser-
vation drainage, mosquito abatement, 
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net to be adequate to meet family 
needs. 
In the urban area 57 percent of the 
farms had gross sales of less than 
10,000 and 18 percent had more than 
20,000. The other areas are midway 
between the rural and urban areas. It 
appears probable that the net incomes 
of farm families in the urban areas are 
somewhat higher than in the rural and 
the semi-rural and semi-urban areas. 
However, even in the urban counties 
there are nearly 30 percent of the 
farms with gross sales of less than 
5 000. In addition in these cases the 
farm operator is under 65 years of 
age worked off his farm less than 
100 days and family income from 
nonfarm sources was less than farm 
sales. The portion in this class in all 
the other areas was still larger. 
This information on incomes of 
farm families may lead to the conclu-
sion that farm people are in economic 
distress. There is a possibility, how-
ever, that the income data for these 
families is understated. There are indi-
cations that these families are acquiring 
many modern conveniences along with 
nonfarm families (fig. 4 ) . This would 
not likely be the case if they were not 
able to pay for them. The data are only 
indicative of trends but these are sup-
plemented in many areas by direct 
observation. 
Although up-to-date statistics are not 
available it is known tbat electrical 
power is now a ailable to nearly all 
rural families and that where it is avail-
able electrical equipment accompanies 
it in nearly every home. Between 1950 
water conservancy and other) were 
added, tbe combined cost of all local 
government services was highest in the 
small, rural counties of the state. To-
tal expenditures by the 16 counties 
with populations of less than 10,000 
averaged 191.45 per person com-
pared with 153.56 for the 4 highly 
urbanized counties with populations 
of 50,000 or more (table 4). 
and 1960 a substantial increase in the 
percentage of farms having telephones 
took place in nearly all counties. Nearly 
every farm family now has an aut -
mobile. Most of those who do not have 
a car will have a truck. Most families 
have both, and those that have automo-
biles average more tban one and a 
quarter car per family. Between 1940 
and 1954 the index of level of Ii ing 
for farm families in Utah increased 
from 90 to 154. It is higher than the 
national average and equal to the a er-
age of the Mountain States. 
In addition to equipment for h me 
and family use in most counties many 
new farm homes have been built and 
many others have been remodeled and 
enlarged. Also many farm impr e-
ments have been made. Many public 
or rural community improvement ha e 
also been made in the areas f park 
and recreation water supplies and 
church edifices. These development all 
indicate a healthy economic c ndici n. 
Farm indebtedness has increased some-
what but is low in relation to ass [s. 
Another trend in rural areas (h ( is 
usually considered an indicator f de-
sirable conditions is tbe decrease in the 
proportion of farms operated by ten-
ants. In the state there has been a grad-
ual decline from 14.9 percent in 1935 
to 4.5 percent in 1959. This decrease 
has been compensated for by an in-
crease in part-owner farms. This means 
that the farm operator owns part of the 
land he operates and leases th re-
mainder. There are no significant dif-
ferences among the four areas in the 
percent of farms operated by tenam . 
Per capita expenditures were not 
highest in rural counties for all serv-
ices, only education, streets, and high-
ways and general administration. 
These were services provided by all 
counties. Per capita expenditures were 
lowest in rural counties for health 
police protection fire protection sew-
age disposal, other sanitation, parks 
and recreation and water. Some of 
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these services were n t pro ided in 
some rural counties, and in some that 
did provide them they were of poorer 
quality than in the larger, more urban 
c unties. 
Most expenditures were for current 
per ti ns and did not ary greatly 
fr m year to year. Current expendi-
tures in 1957 were high st in rural 
areas and a eraged 136.94 per person 
in the 16 small counties, 117.10 in 
the 9 medium-size counties and 
10 .23 in the 4 large ones. Capital 
utlay aries more from year to year 
depending on the equipment bought 
and the status of major building pro-
gram. Expenditures for capital out-
lay in 1957 averaged 51.45 35.47, 
and 45.84 per person in the three 
gr ups of counties, respectively. The 
remainder of total expenditures was 
primarily for interest on debt and was 
small for each of the three groups. 
The data presented thus far show 
that combined expenditures by all lo-
cal go ernments are highest in the 
smaller rural counties where local gov-
ernment services are not only fewer in 
quantity, but are also pr bably lower 
in quality. 
The ervices discussed thus far in-
clu e nly those performed by local 
g ernments which account for about 
60 percent of tOtal state and local go -
ernment expenditures in Utah. If ser -
ices performed by the state were added 
to those provided by local governments 
the COSt of public services in rural 
areas would become even more expen-
si e relatively. For example public 
welfare expenditures in 1957 by the 
state, which carries the major respon-
sibility for this service, averaged 28 
per person in the 18 small highly rural 
counties 20 in the 9 medium-size 
counties, and 16 in the 4 large highly 
urban ones. It is reasonable to sup-
pose that per capita costs are also 
higher in rural areas for state high-
ways, law enforcement health, and 
business regulation. 
High costs in 1'ttral areas 
subsidized by the state 
Rural governments finance the serv-
ices they provide through property and 
other taxes, utility revenues, miscella-
neous charges, and intergovernmental 
revenues from state and federal sources. 
The combined total revenue in 1957 of 
all local governments in counties with 
populations of less than 10,000 aver-
aged 188.50 per person; tOtal rev-
enues averaged 152.65 and 139.48 
for the medium- and large-size coun-
ties respectively (table 5). Revenues 
from local sources only were about the 
same per person in each of the three 
county groups and averaged about 
REDUCING GOVERNMENT COSTS 
(Col1tintted from page 101 ) 
communiry for all public functions it 
can handle; utilize cooperative intergov-
ernmental agreements where appropriate 
to attain economical performance and 
popular approval· re erve national ac-
tion for residual participation where 
tate and local governments are not fully 
adequate, and for the continuing respon-
ibilities that only the national gov-
ernment can undertake. 
If the limited size of a unit of govern-
ment prevents it from adequately per-
forming a function, consolidation is 
one solution. 
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Why not adopt the New England 
town form? 
Some students of government ha e 
suggested that Utah would do well to 
adopt the New England tOwn form of 
government rather than waste the time 
and energy of considering the fi e re-
forms mentioned above. It should abol-
ish its 25 rural counties, 187 rural 
municipalities, (but maintain its ur-
ban cities, Logan and Brigham City) 
and 109 rural special districts and es-
106. Intergovernmental revenues, 
mainly from the state, made up the 
rest; they averaged 82.38 per person 
for the counties with populations of 
less than 10,000, 46.18 for the coun-
ties with populations of 10,000-49,999 
and 31.86 for the counties with pop-
ulations of 50 000 or more. 
Local property taxes and utility 
charges were the most important 
sources of revenue for city govern-
ments· they were highest in the larger 
cities. Intergo ernmental revenue was 
small and about the same per person 
for each group of cities. 
For county governments, local prop-
erty taxes were a major source of rev-
enue and were the largest per person 
in the rural counties. Intergovern-
mental revenues varied considerably 
and were the largest per person and a 
major source of funds among the rural 
counties. Since the time the census was 
taken sales taxes have also become an 
important source of income for some 
city and county governments. 
For school districts, property taxes 
were an important source of revenue 
and were fairly near the same per 
person for each group of counties. In-
tergo ernmental revenue was also im-
portant and ranged from 64 per per-
son in the small, rural counties to 28 
in the large, urban ones. 
tablish 46 tOwns based upon the boun-
dary of the rural stakes of the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. 
Since the establishment of counties as 
the basic unit of rural government in 
Utah was somewhat of an histOrical 
accident anyway the basic government 
might well be the New England town. 
In fact most Mormon pioneer commu-
nities which were built along the pat-
tern prescribed for the "City of Zion," 
resembled Bryce's description of the 
New England town more than they did 
the cavalier southern county. 
Each was a religious as well as a civil 
body politic, gathered round the 
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church as its centre; and the equality 
which prevailed in the congregation 
prevailed also in civil affairs, the 
whole community meeting under a 
president or moderator to discuss af-
fairs of common interest. 
With the establishment of 46 tOwns to 
replace Other rural governments U tahns 
would abolish approximately 220 
county officials, 660 municipal offi-
cials and 400 special district officials. 
In their stead would be elected 46 town 
managers with the authority to hire 
qualified personnel to execute the serv-
ices determined by the people in mass 
meeting once a year. As a safeguard the 
town managers would be subject to 
popular recall. If 1 o percent of the 
registered voters signed a petition a 
special meeting could be held to re-
view the qualifications of the manager 
and replace him if a majority desired. 
Prospects for the future 
In 1917 the county was dubbed "the 
dark continent of American poli tics" 
by H. S. Gilbertson because so little 
popular surveillance was exercised over 
it. Today, forty-five years later, per-
haps the only reason the county still 
does noc claim credit for the epithet is 
that a darker governmental jurisdiction 
- the, special district-has crept upon 
the political scene. Governmental re-
forms have visited national, state, and 
urban local government in recent years 
as evidenced by the Hoover Commis-
sions I and II, the state economy and 
efficiency committees, and the urban 
reform movements. 
With the increased urban popula-
tion and the decline in the number of 
people living in rural areas much of 
the attention to reform has been paid 
to only one phase of the resulting gov-
ernmental problems. The exploding 
metropolis and the problems of the 
central city and the burgeoning sub-
urbs have received exhaustive investiga-
tion, while the rural areas have all bur 
been ignored. Since the Supreme COUrt 
ruled in Baker v. Carr on March 26, 
1962, that federal courts could hear 
cases involving alleged ma lapport ion-
ment under jurisdiction of the "equal 
prOtection of the laws" clause of the 
14th Amendment of the U. S. Consti-
rution, many rural dwellers have feared 
RURAL AREA DEVELOPMENT 
( Con.Jil1ued /1'ompage 105) 
Community projects carried out by two or more communities in rural areas of Utah in the 
past two or three years: 
Clean up and plantings in community parks 
and cemete>ry 
Clothing factory 
Community building 
Community self-survey and attitude studies 
Cooperative beef feeding program 
Culinary water development 
Curb and gutter 
Enlarged credit facilities 
Expanded community milk ing faci lity 
Firefighting equipment 
General adult education and t rade 
training courses 
Golf course 
The challenge 
Increasingly, the agriculturally-based 
communities of Utah are declining in 
population, and this decline is gener-
ally paralleled by a corr~sponding de-
cline in the economic, educational, and 
Hospital 
Irigation reservoirs 
Rest home 
Road signs, rest stops, and 
off-highway parks 
Sewage treatment plant 
Street lighting 
Survey of labor skill and 
manpower availability 
Swimming pool 
Telephone service 
Tourist service training schools 
Youth center 
Zoning 
socia-cultural opportunities. There are 
according to the 1960 census, 215 in-
corpora ted cities and towns or unincor-
porated places of 1,000 population or 
more in Utah (table 1) . Of these 215 
dties and towns, 176 (or 82 % ) have 
losing their political self-determina-
tion. It is a non sequitur that a reap-
portionment beneficial to urban areas 
will necessarily be harmful to rural 
areas. It appears to some observers that 
reapportionment will reshape state leg-
islative policy to the extent that in-
creased governmental services and bet-
ter salaries for governmental employ-
ees will be adopted for urban and rural 
governments, while ocher speculations 
about the outcome of reapportionment 
and rural government include the shift 
tOward income tax and away from 
property tax. It appears that reappor-
tionment will benefit both urban and 
rural dwellers, except those rural legis-
latOrs who are districted out of their 
seats. In any event this is a time for 
analysis of what exists in the manner 
of rural local government. It is time 
to rurn the spotlight on Utah's dimly 
lit governmental jurisdictions and see 
what proposals for reform are worthy 
of consideration in case reform is able 
to overcome the traditional habit, and 
vested interests which have so long 
saddled us with an almost unworkable 
system of rural local government. 
Table 1. Size of Utah communities, 
1960 census 
Population Number Percent 
1,000 or less... ... ........... .... ..... 133 
1,000 to 2,500. ............ ..... ...... 43 
2,500 to 10,000......... .......... . 30 
Over 10,000 ............. ....... ...... 9 
Total.................. ........ 215 
62 
20 
14 
4 
100 
less than 2,500 population. In fact 62 
percent of them had less than 1 000 
people in 1960. Only 18 percent of 
Utah cities are over 2,500 population. 
Generally, it is the 176 rural communi-
ties in Utah that face the more difficult 
development tasks. 
Each year most of the young people 
who are ready for the labor market 
leave these rural communities along 
with many families who must leave to 
find employment. It is significant to 
note that all of the communities in the 
(Continued on page 140) 
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TRENDS IN UTAH AGRICULTURE 
(Continlled from page 115 ) 
produce ab ut tw and a half time 
as mu h p r acre a in 1935-39 fig. 
7). pring wheat oat) and alfalfa 
hay h e increa d ab ut 20 percent 
while winter wheat and barley ha 
bar ly maintained the ba e Ie el. ince 
1950 winter wheat yield ha e been 
below rh ba e in mo t year. The 
yield and · al barley yield reflect 
m i rur c ndiri n nd the exren i n 
f wheat n ties fa orabie I nd area 
and n incr a in th acre f bad y 
gr wn n dry land . 
R lari ely large incr a ha e raken 
place in yield f p rat alfalfa e d 
nap b an and tamar (fig.) . 
Canning p a yield ha e been below 
th b f r a number of year and 
rhe in r as in yi 1 f ugar beer ha 
been mode t and has lacked c n i -
tency fr m year t y at. 
Th yields f crops di cu d ab 
includ d tho from bOth irrigared and 
nonirrigat d land. parar yield data 
for th e tW ryp s of production are 
n t a ailable f r each year but ar 
a ail ble f r a few major cr p f r the 
cen u year 1939 1949 and 1959. 
For m t crops th re icon iderable 
diff ren e in yields on irrigated and 
dryland and al in the relati e hange 
from 19 9 t 1959. For example in 
1959 winter wh at yield on irrigated 
land wer 3.1 bu hel and 15. bu h-
I n dry land. Th 195 yield for irri-
gated land wa 5 percent higher than 
the 1939 yi Id while for non Irrigated 
land yield increa d only 1 percent. 
A glanc at fig. 9 h s that the 10-
crea e in yield of Ii e tock have 
< ried 1 and change ha e be n 
m re gradual than tho e for crop. 
There ha be n ariation in the rat~ 
f increa e howe er with milk per 
cow incr a lng by 51 percent while 
w I p r fleece and lambs per 100 
ewes increased nly 15 percent. Egg 
Fig. 6 . Indexes of production of selected 
types of livestock and products, 
Utah, 1940-1961 
1935-39 = 100 
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p r hen increased 45 perc nt n rhe 
utpur p r head of all card and cal e 
ro e 32 percent. 
The wi espread d pti n of im-
pr ed producti n practic nd a 
mOre nearly ad quat water upply for 
irrigari n ha made p ibl the 
abo . e menti ned increa e. Pr uc-
cion practice ha e inc rporat d new 
finding in the ci nee f animal and 
pI nt nutrition' soil water and plant 
r lation . weed in t and i a n-
tr l' an plant and animal bre ding. 
Modern p wer equipm nt ha permit-
ted better timing of farm p ration. 
Farm sales expenses, and net income 
T tal gr s farm inc me con i t of 
receipt fr m farm product Id g -
ernment payment , and th farm alue 
of product n umed by the farm 
family. The t tal farm in m 
aged 4940 0 for the 19"5-39 
years and reach d a high f 201-
029,000 in 1951 (fig. 10). It h in 
fluctuated d wnward to approximately 
170000 000 in 1960 and 1961. 
Of the t tal income in 1935-39 1.5 
P rcent wa ca h receipt fr m Ii e-
tock 26.5 p rcent fr m crop al , 
.0 percent g ernmem paym nt and 
.0 percent pr duct u ed by farm fam-
ilie. In 1960 Ii e rock al were 
p rcent and 
u d by farm 
m .0 to 2.5 
P rc nt f th t tal income Lepre nt d 
by farm-c n umed pr uCt expre s 
a significant chan e in pan rn f 
farm family Ii jng. 
Much of the iner se in farm income 
ha re ulted from a ri e in the le el f 
prices, or the decrea in the purcha -
ing pow r of the dollar. H we er aft r 
adjusting for the incr ase in gen ral 
price by th u of an index of wh 1 -
ale price of all corom ditie th re 
remain an iner a of lightly m re 
than 50 p rc nt from 1935-39 to 19 O. 
T tal farm exp n e data are a ail-
able nly ince 1949. With ut uch 
Fig. 7. Indexes of yields per acre 
of selected farm crops in 
Utah for 1940-1962 
1935-39 = 100 
data the aggregat nec income to 
farming nnoe be calculated. In 1949 
total farm income including th rental 
alu of che farm dwelling averaged 
6,2 p r farm. As a re ule of che in-
crea in c cal farm income and a de-
er a e f 6 600 farm the a erage farm 
incom wa 9267 in 1960. This was 
an in rea e f 4 percent. Farm pro-
ducti n exp nse howe er increa ed 
from 27 to 6948 per farm or 72 
p r nt. Th ab e exp n e do not 
includ n t decrea e in in eotorie . If 
che at added, the a erage n t farm 
incom i reduced to 2251 for 1960 
compared wich 2 3 3 in 1949. The 
n t for 1961 wa even Ie, 1 891. 
Th s net figure represent the return 
to th farm operator for hi labor and 
manag m nt and any unpaid labor of 
hi fanlily nd for the 0 ned capical 
u ed in th farm business. Truly farm 
op rar rs are n t being rewarded for 
th improvement th y ha e made in 
production. Without these impro e-
m nc , howe er many would not ha e 
been abl t remain in busines since 
many of the cbanges ha e reduced 
c t p r unit of product. 
Among the causes of low n t income 
to farm r i tbat of disparity in the 
price paid and received. With supply 
outrunning demands almost condn-
u u ly ince 1920 prices of farm prod-
UCtS ha eben depre sed, except dur-
ing World War II. D uring this period 
pric s were trengthened more by the 
threat of future shortages chan by nor-
mal upply and demand relation. At 
th beginning f World War II prices 
re ei d (with bolstering by go ern-
m nr programs) were approximately 
20 p rcent below che Ie el of those 
paid by farmers for the things they 
mu t buy when 1910-14 is u ed a the 
ba e f r mparison. After World 
War II the pric ratio again declined 
t ab Ut 8 percent of 1910-14. (AI 0 
wich price recei d being bol tered 
Fig . 8 . Indexes c f yields 
per acre of selected farm crops 
in Utah for 194(l1.61 
1935-39 = 100 
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Fig. 9 . Indexes of yields of selected livestock, Utah, 1940.1961 
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Fig. 10. Total farm income by major sources, exclusive of 
inventory changes, Utah, 1940-1961 
by government programs.) This has 
resulted from sale prices at the farm 
declining while prices paid have grad-
ually increased, and are now at an all-
time high. No doubt the adoption of 
new techniques has been encouraged 
by pressure to reduce costS per unit of 
produce. In many cases it has done so, 
and has also increased production and 
increased fixed costs. 
Any analysis of net income to agri-
culture must also recognize that aver-
age incomes per farm have serious 
limitations. There is wide variation 
among farms in size, incomes, expenses, 
and net incomes. There are also wide 
differences in the extent of depend-
ence on farm income. In 1959, 36 per-
cent of all farm operators had essen-
tially full time employment away from 
their farms and an additional 25 per-
cent did some work for pay (fig. 2). 
Also 40 percent of all farm families 
received income from non-farm sources 
exceeding in amount the receipts from 
the sale of farm products. Specific 
data however, are not available to 
show the tOtal amount in income to 
farm families from nonfarm sources 
in Utah. 
A comparison of statistics for Utah 
and United States shows 61 and 44 
percent of farm operatOrs in Utah 
and the United States, respectively, 
worked off-farm for pay in 1959. In 
Utah 45.6 percent of all operators 
worked off-farm more than 100 days 
but only 30.1 percent in the nation. 
Of Utah's farm families 39.6 percent 
had off-farm income exceeding the 
value of farm produce sold compared 
with 36.2 for the United States. The 
average net income per farm for the 
nation, however, was 2,775 compared 
with 2,333 in Utah. National data 
show also that the net farm income 
amounted to 62.3, and off farm in-
come 37.7 percent of the tOtal income. 
Thus the tOtal income was 4,457 per 
farm. If the same ratio were applied to 
Utah tbe average tOtal farm income 
would be 3,744 ( 2,333 -7- 62.3 x 
100). This is still a small return con-
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sidering the amount of capital invested 
and the labor involved on the average 
farm. 
Recognition should also be given to 
increases in land values that are not 
included in net farm incomes. Over 
the period 1940 to the present, farm 
real estate values have risen from an 
index of 49 to 166 (1947-49 = 100) 
or 239 percent. The average increase 
in the 8 mountain states was 315 per-
cent and for the nation 273 percent. 
These "unearned" incomes cannor of 
course be generally used for meeting 
ordinary expenses unless the real estate 
is sold. Also all farmers have not 
shared equally in the increase. Farmers 
who only recently entered farming 
may have had no increase if they pur-
chased land. To those who have owned 
real estate over a number of years it is 
a real income in the long-run, but its 
use is limited as long as ownership IS 
maintained. 
MINERAL RESOURCES 
( Contimted f.,.om page 123 ) 
acing site. Isolated autonomous mining 
communities will not be built. Treat-
ment plants will be constructed at the 
mineral deposit or in an. urban center 
near the source of mineral supply if 
economic factors are more favorable. 
The envisioned G.,een Rive., 
development 
Dr. J. R. Mahoney defined and de-
scribed the mineral economics that 
were favorable for the building of a 
large blast furnace facility in Utah Val-
ley and paved the way for the eventual 
building of the Geneva Steel mill there. 
He now visualizes a set of natural re-
source conditions that promise great 
industrial development in east-central 
Utah. The anticipated focal point is 
at the tOwn of Green River, Utah. A 
dam on the Green River at this point 
would make it navigable northward 
into the Uinta Basin. The coal in the 
Book Cliffs and the water of the Green 
River complement each other as proper 
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Table 3. Utah mineral industries, employment and wages for 1960 
Industrial classification 
Report-
ing 
units 
Mineral industry ......... ... ..................... ............... ................. . 
Metallic resources 
Metal mining .... .. .. ........ ....... ..... .................................... 250 
Iron ores........... .................. .... ....... ............................... 4 
Copper ores......... .......................... .... .... ......... ............ . 12 
lead and zinc ores............. ......... ......... ....................... 42 
Gold and silver ores.... ................ ... ......................... ... 16 
Miscellaneous metal ores..... . .... ........ ...... . ................ ... 143 
Uranium-radium-vanadium ores................................ 140 
Metallic minerals (ores), nec.... .................. ............... . 3 
Oth.r m.tal mining........................... .......................... 33 
Primary metal industries........................ ........ ........ .... ......... 26 
Blast furnaces, st.el works, mills... .... ... ...... ..... .......... 5 
Iron and ste.1 foundri.s ....... ....... ...................... ......... 10 
Primary sm.lting and refining of 
nonferrous m.tals ........... _......... .............. ............... 7 
Other primary metal industries...... ......... ... .... ........ .... 4 
Nonmetallic resources 
Mining and quarrying of nonmetallic minerals, 
except fuell..... ..... ..... .... .. ............. . .... .......... .... ....... . 70 
Crushed and broken stone, and riprap.......... .. .... ..... 7 
Sand and graveL .............. , ..... .......... .... .... .... . ...... ..... . 29 
Clay, cet'Clmic, and refractory min.rall..................... 6 
Chemical and fertliz.r mineral mining......... ... .. ........ 10 
Misc.llaneoul nonmetallic minerals, except fuels.. ... 11 
Native asphalt and bitumens..... .. ........ ...... .. .... .... .. .... 8 
Miscellaneous nonmetallic mineral, n.c...... .............. 3 
Other mining and quarrying of nonmetallic 
minerals .xc.pt fuels.. ............. ............ ........ ........... 7 
Ston., clay and glass products....... ............ ... ............... .. ... 104 
Cement, hydraulic.......... ........ .... ................ ..... ... ... ...... 3 
Structural clay products.. ..... .. .......... .... .. .... ...... ......... .. 7 
Concr.te, gypsum, and plalter products... ..... ...... ..... 72 
Abrasive, asbestos, and miscellan.ous nonmetallic 
mineral products..... ...... ........ .................................. 17 
Other stone, clay and glass products.. ........ .... .......... 5 
Industrial inorganic and organic chemicals...................... 12 
H.yroc~rbon resources.. .• 
Bituminous coal and hgnlte mining..... ................. ............. 39 
Bituminous coaL...... ............ ........ .... ............. ... ....... .... 39 
Crude petroleum and natural gal .... ............................. .... 201 
Crude p.trol.um and natural gas... .... ... .................. . 67 
Oil and gas field services ................ ............. ...... ... ..... 134 
Petroleum refining and relat.d industries........ ............... .. 12 
Petroleum refining... ....... . .. .................. .... ... ... ...... ....... 7 
Paving mixtures and blocks...... ................................. 5 
Average 
workers 
per month 
8,506 
512 
5,031 
981 
41 
1,538 
1,525 
13 
400 
9,033 
5,482 
790 
2,684 
77 
923 
132 
197 
89 
126 
357 
344 
13 
22 
2,647 
245 
406 
1,718 
268 
10 
328 
2,493 
2,493 
1,922 
600 
1,322 
1,491 
1,471 
20 
Total 
annual 
wages 
$170,074,653 
51,944,683 
3,459,573 
30,337,499 
5,449,442 
166,221 
9,825,481 
9,756,913 
68,568 
2,706,467 
61,181,477 
40,930,474 
4,481,371 
15,384,065 
385,567 
5,159,705 
770,974 
931,147 
470,080 
624,250 
2,284,321 
2,247,016 
37,305 
78,933 
13,911,138 
1,468,050 
2,176,147 
8,942,815 
1,304,132 
19,994 
2,009,048 
15,074,538 
15,074,538 
10,871,606 
4,074,925 
6,796,681 
9,647,185 
9,487,338 
159,847 
Source: Utah Departm.nt of Employment S.curity Annual Report, 1960 
Need fo., centralized geological 
agency 
Average 
monthly 
wage 
$509 
563 
503 
463 
336 
532 
533 
429 
559 
564 
622 
473 
478 
419 
466 
488 
394 
442 
412 
533 
544 
239 
302 
438 
498 
447 
434 
406 
175 
511 
504 
504 
471 
565 
428 
539 
537 
666 
conditions for the building of a great 
electric power plant. The best oil shale 
lands in Utah are dissected by the 
Green River and lie along the envis-
ioned navigable waters behind the 
dam. Large asphalt sand deposits are 
nearby. The reserves of potassium and 
magnesium salts in the Paradox Basin 
of Grand and San Juan Counties are 
extensive, and await cheap power for 
maximum development. With sound 
arguments and vigorous promotion by 
the people of the scate, a most promis-
ing industrial future lies ahead for 
eastern Utah. 
Accelerated development of mineral 
reseources which largely will benefit 
rural Utah requires coordinated efforts 
by the several agencies representing the 
people of the state. Basic to develop-
ment of resources is an adequate quan-
titative inventory of mineral resources. 
The U. S. Geological Survey has 
played an important role in studying 
the mineral deposits of the state, and 
in providing information necessary for 
their exploitation. The state has made 
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various efforts to evaluate ltS mineral 
wealth and provide information neces-
sary for exploitation, and for regulat-
ing produCtion. The evaluation efforts 
have been generally inadequate and 
scattered among several agencies and 
uncoordinated. Utah is on the thresh-
old of a greatly expanded mineral de-
velopment but needs centralized, coor-
dinated, and implemented, good geo-
logic guidance at this time and hence-
forth to secure its success. 
RURAL EDUCATION 
(Continued from page 109) 
other state agencies to strengthen rural 
education. 
Today, Utah cannot tolerate less 
than quality educational opportunities 
for every child no matter where he 
lives nor how inadequate the local re-
sources. Several steps can and must 
be taken. The legislature must con-
tinue to make adequate provision for 
financial support for education in dis-
triCts without adequate local resources. 
Some additional attention needs to be 
given to the non-teaching professional 
staff needs of rural districts. Universi-
ties and their teacher-training deparr-
ment can assist greatly with the staff-
ing problem in small schools by using 
some of these schools as training lab-
oratories for prospective teachers and 
by giving help and encouragement to 
the research and development pro-
grams currently going on in these 
schools. The leadership of the State 
Board of Education in developing new 
approaches to the improvement of 
small schools, in encouraging needed 
consolidation and reorganization, and 
in developing standards for education 
in small schools should continue and 
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grow. The greatest responsibility, how-
ever, is at the local district level. So 
that significant progress can be made 
toward providing a quality educational 
program for children in rural districts 
the following must occur: 
• a local citizenry that has high as-
pirations for the education of i~s 
children and a commitment to 
the financial suppOrt of its 
schools commensurate with its 
aspirations; 
• local professional leadership that 
is up to date, dedicated to finding 
solutions to problems of rural 
education, and capable of giving 
leadership to needed changes; and 
• parents, students, and teachers 
who are willing to make the 
necessary sacrifices needed to 
compensate for the limitations of 
smallness, remoteness, and lack of 
adequate finances. These consti-
tute the greatest needs of educa-
tion for rural Utah. 
NEW INDUSTR I ES 
(Continued from page 119) 
other industries operating in the area. 
The nature of products produced lo-
cally and in what volume are vital in-
formation. Material should include 
what semi-finished goods are produced 
and what custom manufacturing, such 
as machine shop and special services 
are available locally. 
4. Taxes. Almost without exception, 
industrial representatives ask local com-
mittees for information about their 
taxes. This usually includes what mill 
rates are levied by city county school 
and special taxing districts. The basis 
for assessment on property and inven-
tories what sales, income, and corpo-
ration franchise taxes are levied, and 
the current contribution rates for un-
employment insurance and workmen s 
compensation are pertinent to this 
topic. 
5. State intransit law. Local com-
mittees should be familiar with fea-
tures pertaining to manufacruring and 
warehousing, and to the tax advantages 
available to these industries under this 
law. 
6. Local wage structures. 
7. Facilities for training. Informa-
tion should be available c ncerning 
the services offered by the state voca-
tional education department for train-
ing new workers, and of local training 
services and facilities. 
8. Availability and cost of land sttit-
able for industrial sites. 
9. Indtlstrial buildings. Local com-
mittees should have an inventory of 
presently existing buildings suitable for 
industrial purposes. It should show 
the exact size, approximate cost of pur-
chase or rental, condition and special 
features, and problems that would be 
encountered in remodeling and reno-
vating for industrial use. 
10. Utilities. What are the area's 
electricity and gas resources and rates? 
What is the capacity and present load 
of the water supply? What is the chem-
ical analysis of the water? What is the 
outlook for future supply? What are 
the sewage or waste disposal type and 
capacity? What is the possible future 
capacity? 
11. Transportation facilities. What 
are railroad connections terminals, and 
time of delivery of freight to and from 
industrial centers and major markets? 
What are motor transport services, 
highways, main routes, trucking firms? 
What airline services are available, 
charaCteristics of local airports, size of 
runways, airline schedules for freight 
and passengers of nearest serv ice? 
Determining the kinds of industry a 
community should seek to attract pre-
sents a problem. It is difficult to sug-
gest arbitrarily a list of industries 
which would be suitable for a particu-
lar community. Our own classic ex-
ample of this is Thiokol Chemical Cor-
poration's 6,000-employee rocket man-
ufacturing complex in western Box El-
der County. Before the advent of Thio-
kol this largely agricultural area was 
barely maintaining its population. Now 
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is is enjoying unprecedented prosperity. 
Communities can best determine 
what industries can operate successfully 
in their locality by a careful analysis of 
a gi en industry's requirements and 
weighing them against the local area's 
res urces and assets. Once a realistic 
determination has been made commu-
nities sh uld concentrate on those in-
du trial groups for whom they can 
offer advantages and forget the rest. 
Certainly one test a community can 
apply i t bserve what types of in-
dustry are stablishing facilities in 
communities similar t theirs. A case 
in point here in Utah is the recent de-
vel pment of the apparel industry. 
When a sizable western apparel pro-
ducer announced the establishment of 
a branch plant at Pleasant Grove it 
marked the ninth location in three 
years of an apparel manufacturing fa-
cility in a rural Utah tOwn with a pop-
ulation of 6,000 or less. 
The Utah Committee on Industrial 
and Employment Planning does nOt 
wish to create the impression that ex-
panding the apparel industry mini-
mizes the need f r broadening the 
economies of our outlying areas with 
year-around employment in basic in-
du try for male workers. However. an 
apparel industry is an addition to any 
area's economy. It means new wealth 
in the community in the form of an 
industrial payroll. It provides substan-
tial supplements to family incomes, 
particularly where the head of the 
household experiences a seasonal pat-
tern in his employment such as that 
often occurring in agriculture, con-
struction, mining, and services. In-
come supplements such as this may 
mean the difference in a family 's abil-
ity to remain in an outlying commu-
nity rather than migrate to urban cen-
ters during off-seasons - or per-
manently. 
Mr. Wenzel of the Hawthorn Com-
pany is of the opinion that rural Utah 
communities should be after industrial 
firms such as his: teA special type of 
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manufacturer looking for West Coast: 
distribution or industries where freight 
problems are nOt a great factOr. Our 
main consideration in studying a Utah 
location at the outset," he said, "was 
a better job of servicing the Western 
States, particularly the West Coast and 
Los Angeles. For example, Sears Roe-
buck has a major distribution center in 
the los Angeles area which comprises 
a high percentage of their national 
sales. We supply Sears with our prod-
UCts nationally. We also plan to service 
the Seattle group through our new 
western location as well as the inter-
mountain area. We wanted fast serv-
ice to these major centers - overnight 
service with a backup inventOry so they 
could expect to receive their goods 
from us promptly, particularly during 
their peak season. Our main savings 
will be measured in time. This will be 
so because instead of the retail outlets 
waiting 10 days for delivery from Mis-
souri, the majority of them should be 
able to expect to get their shipment 
the day after ordering." 
Action recommended for communi-
ties who have made a decision to seek 
new industry, have realistically ap-
praised their resources and assets in 
light of industrial requirements and 
who ha e made a preliminary deter-
mination as to the types of industry 
they can logically attract, is to use ever'Y 
imaginati e app"oach and contact to 
reach prospects. Following are some 
of the proved techniques of industrial 
development procedure: 
(1) Develop and publish promOtion-
al liter3:ture to send to pospects. 
(2) Watch newspaper and trade pub-
lications for rapidly growing 
firms. 
( 3) Use ex-residents who h a v e 
achieved success in industry. 
( 4) Use organizations which have a 
self-serving interest in seeing 
local areas grow and develop and 
prosper. These include: 
a. Electric power and light com-
panies. 
b. Interstate railroads. 
c. Trucking firms. 
d. Gas companies. 
e. Financial institutions. 
The Utah Committee on Industrial 
and Employment Planning has been 
intimately involved in most of the re-
cent locations of industrial facilities in 
rural Utah tOwns. We are dedicated 
to the philosophy that our present pat-
tern of rural communi ties is desirable 
and should be maintained if economi-
cally possible, and further that it is not 
desirable or necessary that all citiz ns 
of the state be clustered along the west 
ern slope of the Wasatch Mountains. 
As long as citizens live in ou~lying 
communities, services must be ren-
dered, schools must be maintained, and 
roads and highways built. Dying com-
munities are a drag on the state's econ-
omy. Conversely, healthy, growing rural 
tOwns strengthen the state economical-
ly, morally, and in many other ways. 
The Utah Commicree stands ready 
to assist any community in the state 
who wants to help itself. As has been 
the practice in the past, we shall 
continue to give direct suppOrt to 
counry-wide development organiza-
tions where such exist and thereby 
reach individual communities indi-
rectly through their county group. In 
cases where no county organization 
has been established we welcome indi-
vidual communities to contact us 
directly. 
We are convinced that with united 
dedicated effort we can reverse the 
trend toward economic stagnation pres-
ently facing many rural Utah com-
munities. 
• Total growth in Utah is proceeding at a pace more rapid than the nation. 
• Utah is above the national average in home ownership. Of the occupied 
dwelling units, 72 pe rcent we re owner occupied. Utah was 10 percent 
above the average for the Mountain States. 
• A larger percentage of Utah homes have radios, te levision sets, te lephones, 
washing machines, clothes dryers, and food freezers than national average. 
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The Welfare of Rural Utah 
U TAH STATE UNIVERSIlY, by charter and tradition, is dedicated to promOting the welfare of rural Utah through research, extension, and educational 
activities. Articles in this issue of Farm and Home Science offer many suggestions 
for consideration by local leaders. The programs of the University are planned to 
solve many other problems or provide basic information essential to their solution. 
Research to help solve the problems of rural Utah is centered largely in the 
Experiment Station, which works cooperatively with federal research agencies. 
Much of our research is designed to aid rural areas of the state. 
Investigations are determining what adjustments agriculture should mak~ to 
insure Stability, prosperity, and greater efficiency. New crops are being developed, 
methods are being devised for improving marginal lands and better feeding and 
management practices are being designed to increase the efficiency of liveStock 
production. 
Intensive studies are in progress involving our important resources of climate, 
water, soils, and plant and animal life. These are being classified, mapped, and 
evaluated for their most suitable uses. Special emphasis is being placed on water 
supply and land use to enable the state to plan for their wise development and 
management. Results of studies on public lands are providing a basis for enlight-
ened policies and management procedures. 
Evaluation of population distribution and movement and of social and eco-
nomic changes in rural areas and their effects on the attitudes and aaivities of 
people reveals some of the causes of rural maladjustments and provides the 
background for their solution. 
The Utah State University Extension program is designed to help rural 
people analyze their personal and family problems, to organize, discuss, and 
agree on goals· and to work tOward their attainment. Extension agents in the 
counties cooperate with representatives of such government agencies as the Soil 
Conservation Service, Forest Service and various credit agencies in helping rural 
people. 
Young people come to Utah State University from every county of the 
state and from nearly every town and village. Here they receive technical training 
for employment and service in a useful profession and acquire a greater under-
standing of public issues and an appreciation of the cultural values of life. 
In these diverse yet closely allied ways Utah State University is working 
both for and with the citizens of rural Utah in analyzing their problems and 
developing action programs that will lead to a brighter future. 
RURAL AREA DEVELOPMENT 
(Continued from page 132) 
state which lost population during the 
1950-1960 period were rural commu-
nities (2,500 P pulation or less). One 
exception is the tOwn of Dragerron 
which is unincorporated and had a 
population of 3,453 in 1950 and 2959 
in 1960. Of the 176 rural communi-
ties, 106 or 60 percent lost popula-
tion during the last decade. Many of 
these have been losing populano for 
40 years or more. Adding to this di-
lemma is the fact that many of these 
communities, although they have oOt 
lost population, have not really gained 
in population during the last decade. 
It is significant to note in fig. 3 that 
13 Utah counties I st population be-
tween 1950 and 1960, and 11 of these 
counties have lost population consist-
ently for 40 years or more. 
A further indication of the highly 
depressive influence of economic and 
social factors associated with this pat-
tern of declining population is the fact 
that over 80 percent of Utah's popu-
lation now lives in the 9 counties that 
have shown a long-term population ex-
pansion trend. It's in these counties 
where the business, trade, manufactur-
ing, and Other types of economic and 
political power are concentrated. 
We might seriously raise the ques-
tion as to whether it is really practical 
to attempt to salvage some of these 
small declining communities. In fact 
some have raised the question whether 
the process to insure their demise 
should be speeded up. This may be a 
most appropriate question for those 
small communities which can no lon-
ger ex pea nOr afford to supply the 
minimal educational, economic gov-
ernmental, and public facility services 
the people living in a community 
should expect. However, the deci-
sion of community survival is not up 
to agencies, institutions, or people liv-
ing outside of the community. In the 
final analysis this decision belongs to 
the people who remain in these com-
munities. 
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